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Welcome 

Another season is upon 
us, which inevitably 
means another 
massively detailed 
season preview for you 
to sink your teeth into. 

No sooner had work 
finished on last season’s 
review than the first 
draft of this season 
preview had got under 
way (thanks for 
achieving promotion via 
the play-offs Mark 
Robins!). For the 
second season in a row, 
this has involved trying 
to get up to speed with 
a different division than 
the one we were in last 
year. 

This is an odd time to 
be a Coventry City fan – 
our first promotion 
since sliced bread, you 
know – this being the 
first occasion I can 
recall where we’re 
heading into a season 
still wishing it was the 
last one. 

As ever, this season 
preview will contain 
guides to each of the 
teams we’ll be up 
against, as well as some 
of the players to keep 
an eye out for. Thanks 

to the early closing of 
the summer transfer 
window, there’s less of 
a chance this year that 
what I write will be 
completely undermined 
by transfer activity, 
although, there is still 
just over a week left to 
make permanent 
signings, at the time of 
writing, and less than a 
month to make loan 
signings. 

This foreword then is 
really to point out that 
any stats quoted in this 
season preview are as 
accurate as possible as 
of 10am on Monday 30th 
July 2018.  

For any opposition fans 
reading who I 
unintentionally annoy 
with my negative 
predictions of your 
team, I would also like 
to point out that I got 
none of my league 
placings right in my 
preview last year, so 
feel safe in the 
knowledge that there’s 
a large chance that I 
may be wrong with one 
or two of my 
predictions this year. 

Excuses firmly in place, 
enjoy! 
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Opening Words 
to forget. It wasn’t just 
about the triumph meaning 
that we were on our way to 
promotion, but witnessing 
the bond between players, 
coaching staff and fans was 
what was particularly 
special. It was a moment, at 
long last, where you could 
feel proud to say you 
supported Coventry City. 

As we have found this 
summer though, winning a 
first promotion in 51 years 
hasn’t solved all the 
problems that this club still 
faces. From the sale of Marc 
McNulty, another round of 
court appearances involving 
the club’s owners, to the 
underwhelming pre-season 
performances. While we 
start a season in rare 
position for this football 

club – having achieved 
something the year before – 
things feel not too 
dissimilar as they would 
heading into any other 
Coventry City season. 

The worry is that the come-
down from promotion at 
Wembley to just another 
ordinary league season 
could be tough to take for 
some. For a while, the club 
was riding on a wave of 
optimism, but we have 
undoubtedly hit a road 
bump over the past month 
or so. 

Supporting a football club is 
about small periods of 
success that are made all 
the sweeter for those 
difficult times that make 
you question just why you 
keep going. Because those 

51 years is a long time. For 
a sizeable proportion of 
Coventry City fans, they 
won’t have been alive for 
our last promotion season. 
For those that were, they 
will still have been 
unfamiliar with what it 
actually feels like to see 
your side win promotion. 

It may have been an 
inconsistent grind at times 
last season, but it was a 
campaign where everything 
seemed to come together in 
the end to deliver some 
memories that will live on 
for a long, long time. 

For me, the victory and 
post-match scenes at Notts 
County after the Play-Off 
Semi-Final second-leg was 
the sweet moment of last 
season that will be difficult 
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  who will be overawed 
simply by visiting the Ricoh 
Arena, teams are going to 
want to take the game to us 
much more often, many are 
going to have much larger 
spending power and better 
players than us. 

That is not to say that we 
shouldn’t be ambitious with 
this opportunity that we 
now have to build on last 
year, but that the first 
challenge this season will be 
demonstrating, to ourselves 
at least, that we belong at 
this level, then we can 
assess at just what level we 
should be realistically 
setting our ambitions. 

This season preview then is 
an attempt to assess just 
how optimistic we can be, 
how realistic it is that we 
can look towards achieving 
something special again, 
instead of looking to hold 
onto the place in League 
One that we slogged out for 
last season. Without getting 
too far ahead of myself, 
while there are some big 
clubs at this level with some 
very good players, it’s hard 
to identify too many sides 
heading into the campaign 
with a genuine sense of 
momentum. 

As we have seen over the 
course of the summer, 
momentum can be difficult 
to sustain in football. While 
it can provide teams with a 
sense of purpose and belief 
to go out and raise their 

game, it can be lost if there 
isn’t the right infrastructure 
around it to support it. 

Momentum can be halted 
easily with a bad defeat or 
the loss of a key player, it 
can also be gained relatively 
quickly via a few good 
results – especially at the 
start of a season. 

Actually predicting how the 
season is going to pan out is 
a fool’s errand, but it’s 
something that hasn’t 
stopped me in the past and 
it won’t stop me this season 
either. I would like to think 
that what is included in this 
season preview is an 
educated guess of how all 
the factors for both us and 
the other 23 League One 
sides will play out, but the 
thrill of it is that until that 
first ball is kicked, there is 
very little indication as to 
how it will all play out. 

While it feels like it has 
been something of a short 
summer, the excitement of 
a new season looms large 
nonetheless. Take a 
moment to take stock of 
this special few months that 
it has been to be a Coventry 
City fan, but also, let the 
football re-commence. 

 

moments are so rare as a 
Coventry City fan, it can be 
difficult to accept that 
football marches on 
relentlessly, rendering those 
special moments into 
distant memories.  

Nonetheless, this is still a 
relatively unique moment to 
be a Coventry City fan, one 
where we’re looking to 
build on tangible success. 
Younger fans have been 
won over by the two 
Wembley victories in the 
past two seasons, while 
older fans have either been 
rewarded for their faith or 
given a reason to come back 
to the club. People have just 
been shown the rewards for 
supporting this football 
club, this is a chance to give 
them a reason to stick with 
us a little more permanently 
than before.  

Just what constitutes 
success could be what 
defines this season. It is 
probably unrealistic to 
expect a concerted bid for 
automatic promotion, 
however, would a season of 
simply ‘establishing 
ourselves in this division’ be 
something of a buzzkill? 
How worried do we need to 
be about finding ourselves 
in a relegation battle? 

League One is going to be a 
much more difficult 
challenge for the team and 
Mark Robins than League 
Two was. There are going 
to be fewer, if any, clubs 
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League One 2018/19 

Sunderland 

24th in the Championship 

Scunthorpe United 

5th in League One 

Doncaster Rovers 

15th in League One 

Peterborough United 

9th in League One 

Luton Town 

2nd in League Two 

Southend United 

10th in League One 

Gillingham 

17th in League One 

Charlton Athletic 

6th in League One 

AFC Wimbledon 

18th in League One 

Portsmouth 

8th in League One 

Plymouth Argyle 

7th in League One 

Wycombe Wanderers 

3rd in League Two 

Bristol Rovers 

13th in League One 

Oxford United 

16th in League One 

Shrewsbury Town 

3rd in League One 

Walsall 

20th in League One 

Burton Albion 

23rd in the Championship 

Bradford City 

10th in League One 

Rochdale 

20th in League One 

Blackpool 

12th in League One 

Fleetwood Town 

14th in League One 

Accrington Stanley 

1st in League Two 

Coventry City 

6th in League Two 

Barnsley 

22nd in the Championship 
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Accrington Stanley 

Squad Size 

20 
Average Age 

25.8 
 

Apps 17/18 

513 
 

Goals 17/18 

76 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 
GK Jonny Maxted 
GK Nathan Wolland 
DF Janoi Donacien 
DF Mark Hughes 
DF Callum Johnson 

DF 
Ben Richards-

Everton 
DF Harvey Rodgers 
DF Ross Sykes 
DF Will Wood 
MF Scott Brown 
MF Jordan Clark 

MF 
Seamus 

Conneely 
MF Sam Finley 
MF Sean McConville 
MF Piero Mingoia 
MF Liam Nolan 
MF Érico Sousa 
MF Danny Williams 
FW Kayden Jackson 
FW Billy Kee 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – John Coleman 

A club legend who took 
Accrington from the depths of 
non-league into League One 
across two spells. Gets his teams 
playing a good combination of 
well-organised and attractive 
football. 

Key Player – Billy Kee 

The pivot point in attack for 
Accrington – leads the line, 
brings others into play, scores 
goals. Has really come into his 
own since joining the club a few 
years ago and looks set to make 
a better fist of League One than 
in his previous attempts. 

Overview 

Having so consistently punched 
above their weight in League 
Two, Accrington Stanley may 
have been operating on a low 
budget, but their promotion 
wasn’t much of a surprise – 
although the comfortable nature 
of it was. Manager John Coleman 
seemed to have uncovered a 
highly effective formula with his 
limited resources which 
produced both excellent 
defensive organisation and 
searing attacking play. 

While there are reasons to 
believe that Stanley can continue 
to punch above their financial 

might, there is little doubt that it 
will be tougher to do so against 
the greater financial disparities 
that League One offers. 

John Coleman will be looking 
towards the example of Rochdale 
– who have over-performed at 
this level with similar limitations 
– as he looks to establish Stanley 
in League One. The core of last 
season’s side has been kept in 
place, with the attacking 
combination between Billy Kee, 
Kayden Jackson, Sean McConville 
and Jordan Clark looking to be 
key in Stanley’s threat this 
season, with the signing of their 
industrious former winger Piero 
Mingoia supplementing their 
options. 

With the momentum of a recent 
promotion behind them, I don’t 
think Accrington will find 
themselves in too much trouble 
this season. Few teams at this 
level are going to relish their 
visit to the Crown Ground this 
year. 

 

Verdict 
Comfortable Mid-

Table 
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AFC Wimbledon 

Squad Size 

21 
Average Age 

25.6 
 

Apps 17/18 

472 
 

Goals 17/18 

49 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 
GK Tom King (L) 
GK Joe McDonnell 
GK Nik Tzanev 

DF 
Jonathan 
Meades 

DF Will Nightingale 
DF Deji Oshilaja 
DF Toby Sibbick 
DF Terell Thomas 

DF 
Tennai Watson 

(L) 
MF Andy Barcham 
MF Alfie Egan 

MF 
Anthony 
Hartigan 

MF Mitch Pinnock 
MF Tom Soares 
MF Liam Trotter 
MF Scott Wagstaff 

MF 
Anthony 

Wordsworth 
FW Kwesi Appiah 
FW James Hanson 
FW Cody McDonald 
FW Joe Pigott 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Neal Ardley 

Now the third-longest serving 
manager in the Football League, 
last season was the first where 
AFC Wimbledon appeared to go 
backwards under his 
management. A purveyor of a 
direct and physical style of play, 
Ardley may have to evolve to get 
the club moving back in the right 
direction. 

Key Player – Kwesi Appiah 

Injury prone but is someone who 
has played international football 
for Ghana relatively recently. 
Quick, strong and skilful, 
keeping Appiah fit will go a long 
way to helping AFC Wimbledon 
stay up this season. 

Overview 

While much was made of AFC 
Wimbledon finishing above MK 
Dons last season – with the latter 
relegated – overall, the campaign 
was a difficult one for Neal 
Ardley’s side. Containing a close 
flirt with relegation, the lowest-
scoring record of the non-
relegated sides and few 
moments of particular note, last 
year was a step backwards for a 
club so used to moving forwards. 

There has been little indication 
from this summer’s activity in 
the transfer market that AFC 

Wimbledon will be in for 
anything much better than 
another battle against the drop. 
The loss of star striker Lyle 
Taylor is the headline blow, but 
the departure of key creative 
midfielder Dean Parrett to 
potential relegation rivals 
Gillingham is another big loss, 
along with several experienced 
players in defence being allowed 
to leave. 

Neal Ardley’s direct style of 
football started to grate last 
season and could become a 
bigger bone of contention in a 
side that is likely to find goals 
even harder to come by than last 
year. A fit Kwesi Appiah could 
light things up for AFC, while 
winger Mitch Pinnock is 
potentially one to watch. 

There seems to be a real lack of 
quality in all areas for AFC 
Wimbledon heading into this 
season. Without a sense of 
momentum behind them either, 
this is going to be possibly the 
club’s most difficult season in 
the Football League. 

Verdict 
Relegation Battlers 
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Barnsley 

Squad Size 

24 
Average Age 

23.5 
 

Apps 17/18 

536 
 

Goals 17/18 

48 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 
GK Adam Davies 
GK Jack Walton 
DF Dimitri Cavaré 
DF Zeki Fryers 
DF Adam Jackson 
DF Liam Lindsay 
DF Jason McCarthy 
DF Dani Pinillos 
DF Ethan Pinnock 
DF Will Smith 
MF Jared Bird 
MF Kenny Dougall 
MF Ryan Hedges 
MF Lloyd Isgrove 

MF 
Cameron 

McGeehan 
MF George Moncur 

MF 
Dylan Mottley-

Henry 
MF Alex Mowatt 
MF Brad Potts 

FW 
Victor 

Adeboyejo 
FW Tom Bradshaw 
FW Jacob Brown 
FW Kieffer Moore 

FW 
Mamadou 

Thiam 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Daniel Stendel 

Boasting an impressive win ratio 
from just under a season with 
Hannover in the 2.Bundesliga, 
Stendel looks to be an intriguing 
appointment heralding a new 
era at Barnsley. 

Key Player – Kieffer Moore 

A powerful and mobile target-
man centre-forward who 
demonstrated his ability after a 
staccato career during a loan 
spell last season with Barnsley. 
His pace and power could well 
be too much for opposing 
defences to contain. 

Overview 

Having been a case study in 
showing how a tired 
Championship side can reinvent 
itself in League One – building 
around exciting young players 
and coaches – Barnsley struggled 
to recover from the losses of key 
players after one strong season 
in the second-tier. The arrival of 
new investment – involving 
‘Moneyball’ proponent Billy 
Beane – failed to save the club in 
a campaign where they lost 
direction. 

After making a poor managerial 
appointment last season in ex-
Jose Mourinho assistant Jose 
Morais, a drawn-out process of 

replacing Morais, along with 
slow incoming transfer activity, 
Barnsley’s owners require a 
strong season to win over an 
increasingly anxious fan-base. 

Daniel Stendel is potentially a 
very exciting appointment, 
promising exciting, high-
pressing football, but a concern 
is whether he is working with 
players specifically suited to his 
philosophy. It is a strong squad 
at Barnsley regardless – Tom 
Bradshaw and Kieffer Moore up 
front are both 20-goal strikers at 
this level – but there could well 
be a period of bedding in 
required for the new manager to 
implement his preferred playing 
style. 

With a lack of strong sides 
elsewhere in the division, a slow 
start may not hold Barnsley back 
too much if the squad can 
ultimately live up to its potential. 
They could blow this division 
away, but it all depends on how 
much patience is afforded to 
both manager and owners.  

 

Verdict 
Promotion 
Challengers 
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Blackpool 

Squad Size 

22 
Average Age 

25.7 
 

Apps 17/18 

437 
 

Goals 17/18 

39 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 
GK Mark Howard 

GK 
Christoffer 
Mafoumbi 

DF Nick Anderton 
DF Marc Bola 
DF Joe Bunney (L) 
DF Ben Heneghan (L) 

DF 
Michael 

Nottingham 

DF 
Paudie O'Connor 

(L) 
DF Curtis Tilt 
DF Ollie Turton 
MF Ryan McLaughlin 
MF John O'Sullivan 
MF Harry Pritchard 
MF Jimmy Ryan 
MF Jay Spearing 
MF Chris Taylor 
MF Jordan Thompson 
FW Max Clayton 
FW Mark Cullen 

FW 
Nathan 

Delfouneso 
FW Joe Dodoo (L) 

FW 
Armand 

Gnanduillet 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Gary Bowyer 

Achieving promotion followed by 
a comfortable mid-table finish in 
League One last year at a club in 
disarray has to go down as a 
significant managerial 
achievement for Gary Bowyer, 
who appears to be going under 
the radar for better jobs. 

Key Player – Jay Spearing 

An experienced defensive 
midfielder who screens the 
defence expertly, Spearing is 
almost the only player on 
Blackpool’s books of the calibre 
to be playing at a higher-level. 
The club have done well to 
secure onto a longer-term deal 
over the summer. 

Overview 

The job that Gary Bowyer has 
done at Blackpool since arriving 
while the club was falling to 
pieces after back-to-back 
relegations into League Two is 
remarkable. Bringing 
organisation, calmness and nous 
in the transfer market, Bowyer 
has dragged Blackpool kicking 
and screaming into becoming a 
mid-table League One side. 

Last season’s mid-table finish at 
this level was predicated on a 
strong start and finish to the 
campaign, with some strong 
performances in particular from 

Newcastle United loanee 
midfielder Sean Longstaff, 
forward Kyle Vassell, along with 
Curtis Tilt and Clark Robertson 
in defence. With just one of 
those four players remaining at 
the club, Bowyer has had to 
almost entirely rebuild his squad 
this summer. 

Having made a number of 
signings from non-league 
alongside some journeyman 
Football League players, the key 
piece of business looks to be the 
retaining of Jay Spearing in 
midfield. Along with Jimmy 
Ryan, Gary Bowyer has a core of 
experience and quality in the 
centre of the park to build his 
team around. 

Blackpool would be one of the 
relegation favourites were it not 
for the quality they have in the 
dug-out. With less attacking flair 
than last season, this campaign 
looks set to be more difficult for 
Blackpool, but they should be 
relatively comfortable among a 
group of teams just above the 
relegation zone. 

Verdict 
Looking Over Their 

Shoulder 
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Bradford City 

Squad Size 

24 
Average Age 

24.9 
 

Apps 17/18 

469 
 

Goals 17/18 

46 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 
GK Richard O'Donnell 
GK Ben Wilson 
DF Adam Chicksen 

DF 
Thomas 

Isherwood 
DF Matthew Kilgallon 

DF 
Nathaniel Knight-

Percival 
DF Ryan McGowan 
DF Anthony O'Connor 
DF Joe Riley 
DF Connor Wood 
MF Hope Akpan 
MF Daniel Devine 
MF Jordan Gibson 
MF Jack Payne (L) 
MF Jake Reeves 
MF Tyrell Robinson 
MF Sean Scannell 

MF 
Sherwin Seedorf 

(L) 
MF Josh Wright 
FW Kai Brünker 
FW Alex Jones 
FW George Miller (L) 
FW Omari Patrick 
FW Charlie Wyke 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Michael Collins 

After a six-week search for a 
new manager, the club settled on 
their under-18 manager Michael 
Collins – who has no prior 
managerial experience and only 
one year in total as a coach. 

Key Player – Charlie Wyke 

A strong target-man-style 
centre-forward who has been 
Bradford’s attacking focal point 
since signing around 18 months 
ago. Although not the most 
prolific, Wyke’s all-round play 
has drawn admiring glances 
from Championship clubs. 

Overview 

With cheap season tickets, 
forward momentum and 
consistent play-off challenges, 
Bradford have been the subject 
of envy for many League One 
fans over the past few years. 
However, a difficult previous 
season, where a play-off bid 
went awry, the popular manager 
Stuart McCall was sacked and 
several unsuccessful signings 
from the German lower leagues, 
has generated a feeling of 
disquiet around Valley Parade. 

Owner Edin Rahic has come 
under a lot of scrutiny for his 
undue influence over the playing 
side of the club, a situation that 

was put under the spotlight over 
the summer after a protracted 
search for a new manager, which 
resulted in the appointment of 
the club’s under-18 manager. 
There is a strong sense that it 
wouldn’t take a lot for Bradford 
to go off the rails this season. 

Nonetheless, some positive 
activity in the transfer market 
has helped quell the anxiety 
somewhat. In particular, Jack 
Payne and Sean Scannell are 
exciting attacking players of 
arguably Championship pedigree 
who signal an attempt to play a 
more progressive style of 
football than in previous years. 

A lot rests on the shoulders of an 
inexperienced manager in 
Michael Collins with the club at a 
crossroads at this moment in 
time. There’s a chance Bradford 
could be a relatively surprising 
team at the wrong end of the 
table, but the strong 
recruitment, in theory, should 
make it hard for things to go too 
awry.  

 

 

Verdict 
Comfortable Mid-

Table 
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Bristol Rovers 

Squad Size 

21 
Average Age 

27.0 
 

Apps 17/18 

604 
 

Goals 17/18 

54 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 
GK Sam Slocombe 
GK Adam Smith 
DF Tom Broadbent 
DF James Clarke 
DF Tony Craig 

DF 
Tareiq Holmes-

Dennis 

DF 
Daniel 

Leadbitter 
DF Tom Lockyer 
DF Rollin Menayese 
DF Joe Partington 
MF Kyle Bennett 
MF Ollie Clarke 
MF Chris Lines 
MF Sam Matthews 
MF Alex Rodman 
MF Liam Sercombe 
MF Stuart Sinclair 
MF Ed Upson 
FW Bernard Mensah 
FW Tom Nichols 
FW Gavin Reilly 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Darrell Clarke 

A tactically adept young manager 
who took Bristol Rovers from the 
National League into League One 
in consecutive seasons before 
establishing the club in the third-
tier over the past two 
campaigns. 

Key Player – Tom Lockyer 

Composed central defender who 
has been involved with the 
Wales national side over the past 
couple of seasons. Provides 
Bristol Rovers with the ability to 
play out of defence but is first 
and foremost a strong defender. 

Overview 

After back-to-back promotions 
and a play-off challenge in their 
first season back in League One, 
last season was slightly 
underwhelming for Bristol 
Rovers. That rapid progression 
appeared to have put a strain on 
the infrastructure of the club, 
which possibly saw Rovers take 
their eye off the ball last season 
in seeking to make further 
progress on the pitch. 

Since promotion from League 
One, a big issue for Clarke and 
Rovers has been player 
recruitment, with very few 
successful signings having been 

made over the past two years, 
while star players in the form of 
Matty Taylor and Billy Bodin 
have been lost to Championship 
sides. This need for better 
additions is probably why ex-Sky 
Blues Head of Recruitment 
Tommy Widdrington was 
brought in over the summer. 

Ex-MK Dons midfielder Ed 
Upson should add a further 
presence and quality in midfield 
along with Chris Lines and Liam 
Sercombe, while winger Alex 
Rodman was a key player last 
year for Shrewsbury. The loss of 
Ellis Harrison up front could 
make goalscoring an issue unless 
new signing Gavin Reilly can 
replicate his form last season for 
St Mirren. 

They might just lack that cutting 
edge to challenge for the play-
offs, but they are a number of 
sides heading into this season 
where the top six isn’t out of the 
question. It looks set at least to 
be another season of progress 
for the club. 

Verdict 
Play-Off Chasers 
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Burton Albion 

Squad Size 

18 
Average Age 

27.0 
 

Apps 17/18 

476 
 

Goals 17/18 

30 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 

GK 
Stephen 
Bywater 

GK Harry Campbell 
DF John Brayford 
DF Jake Buxton 

DF 
Damien 
McCrory 

DF Kyle McFadzean 
DF Ben Turner 
MF Jamie Allen 
MF Ben Fox 
MF Scott Fraser 
MF Marcus Harness 
MF Matty Lund 
MF Will Miller 
MF Joe Sbarra 

MF 
David 

Templeton 
FW Lucas Akins 
FW Liam Boyce 
FW Marvin Sordell 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Nigel Clough 

Took the club into the Football 
League into his first spell and 
finished off the club’s promotion 
to the Championship in his 
second. Tends to be a cautious 
manager, perhaps better suited 
to fighting relegation than 
winning promotion. 

Key Player – Liam Boyce 

The Northern Ireland 
international picked up a serious 
injury early into his Burton 
career last season but recovered 
to score goals that nearly kept 
the club up in the Championship. 
His scoring ability could well be 
the difference if Burton’s defence 
is imposing as it looks set to be. 

Overview 

Two seasons in the 
Championship will stand as a 
remarkable achievement for a 
club of the stature of Burton 
Albion. Nonetheless, Burton will 
have to be wary that there is a 
change in mind-set required 
from battling bravely against the 
drop in the Championship and 
looking to challenge for 
promotion in League One. 

Their promotion from this level 
three seasons ago was 
predicated on strong defensive 
organisation and a lightning 

quick and clinical counter-attack. 
With a defence boasting the 
experience and quality of Jake 
Buxton, John Brayford, Ben 
Turner and Kyle McFadzean, 
Burton should be imposing at the 
back, the question is whether 
they have the ability at the other 
end of the pitch to make that 
defensive sternness count. 

The loss of key defensive 
midfielder Tom Naylor and 
winger Lloyd Dyer due to 
budgetary reasons is a concern, 
making a small Burton squad 
that bit thinner. There is a 
growing unease around the club 
that the team is undercooked 
heading into the campaign. 

The experience at the back for 
Burton is likely to be vital for 
their hopes this season. There is 
an outside chance they could 
find themselves in trouble if 
goalscoring proves to be an even 
bigger issue than it looks like 
being. Mid-table is probably the 
likeliest position they’ll find 
themselves in. 

Verdict 
Comfortable Mid-

Table 
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Charlton Athletic 

Squad Size 

20 
Average Age 

25.4 
 

Apps 17/18 

460 
 

Goals 17/18 

63 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 

GK 
Ashley 

Maynard-
Brewer 

GK Dillon Phillips 
DF Patrick Bauer 

DF 
Anfernee 
Dijksteel 

DF Lewis Page 
DF Jason Pearce 
DF Naby Sarr 
DF Chris Solly 
MF Joe Aribo 

MF 
Jake Forster-

Caskey 
MF Tariqe Fosu 
MF Mark Marshall 
MF Darren Pratley 
MF Ben Reeves 

FW 
Karlan Ahearne-

Grant 
FW Nicky Ajose 
FW Billy Clarke 
FW Lyle Taylor 
FW Josh Umerah 
FW Igor Vetokele 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Lee Bowyer 
(Interim) 

Remains in charge while the club 
seeks to finalise a takeover. 
Showed promise last season in 
steering Charlton over the line 
into the play-offs and could be 
worth taking on longer-term. 

Key Player – Lyle Taylor 

Top-scored in a poor AFC 
Wimbledon side and joined 
Charlton after reportedly turning 
down a better offer from 
Sunderland. A physical presence 
who can also run in behind and 
should lead the line well for 
Charlton. 

Overview 

Based on the quality of their 
squad, Charlton should be one of 
the promotion favourites 
heading into this season, 
however, they are without a 
permanent manager and with 
ongoing talks surrounding a 
takeover clouding over the club, 
there are the ingredients there 
for a crisis should they start the 
season poorly.  

Lee Bowyer remains in charge, 
having made a decent 
impression as interim manager 
in steering Charlton into the 
play-offs last season. He has a 
reasonably strong squad to work 

with, bolstered by the addition of 
Lyle Taylor in attack from AFC 
Wimbledon, but will have to 
manage the mood around the 
club as much as he does his 
players.  

While a squad boasting Patrick 
Bauer and Jason Pearce at the 
back, Joe Aribo, Jake Forster-
Caskey, Ben Reeves and Tariqe 
Fosu in midfield, with Lyle 
Taylor in attack should be very 
strong in League One, there is a 
lack of depth as a result of the 
slow incoming transfer activity 
and the losses of a couple of 
important players from last year. 

The institutional crisis around 
Charlton is the main reason to be 
pessimistic about their hopes. If 
a takeover can be completed 
within the next few months 
though, the boost to the mood 
around the club could put them 
in automatic promotion 
contention. It’s all about how 
much damage owner Roland 
Duchatelet causes on his way out 
of the boardroom at The Valley. 

Verdict 
Play-Off Chasers 
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Doncaster Rovers 

Squad Size 

22 
Average Age 

25.1 
 

Apps 17/18 

539 
 

Goals 17/18 

52 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 
GK Ian Lawlor 
GK Marko Maroši 
DF Tom Anderson 
DF Danny Andrew 
DF Andy Butler 
DF Tyler Garratt 
DF Mitchell Lund 
DF Joe Wright 
MF Alfie Beestin 

MF 
Issam Ben 

Khemis 
MF Matty Blair 

MF 
James 

Coppinger 
MF Ali Crawford 
MF Niall Mason 

MF 
Luke 

McCullough 
MF Tommy Rowe 
MF Ben Whiteman 
FW Alex Kiwomya 

FW 
Will 

Longbottom 
FW John Marquis 
FW Alfie May 
FW Mallik Wilks (L) 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Grant McCann 

A young manager heading into 
his second managerial posting. 
Did a reasonable job with 
Peterborough but was perceived 
as tactically rigid with a talented 
squad at his disposal. 

Key Player – John Marquis 

Played as almost a one-man 
front-line for Doncaster Rovers 
last season, capable of both 
scoring and creating his own 
chances. A powerful and mobile 
target-man who Doncaster have 
done well to keep hold of, at the 
time of writing. 

Overview 

A solid mid-table finish last 
season was reasonable progress 
for Doncaster after promotion 
from League Two under Darren 
Ferguson. However, a dispute 
between Ferguson and the board 
early in June has cast a cloud 
somewhat over Doncaster’s pre-
season preparations with new 
manager Grant McCann facing a 
stern test of his managerial 
credentials having had relatively 
little time to get his feet under 
the desk. 

With John Marquis in attack, the 
evergreen James Coppinger in 
midfield, along with dynamo Ben 
Whiteman, Doncaster have a 

reasonable core of a team. Their 
ability to avoid danger though 
could be dictated by the 
performances of the auxiliary 
cast.  

For Grant McCann, this season is 
likely to be a bigger test of his 
managerial ability than at a 
better-resourced Peterborough 
side. With a relatively ordinary 
squad at his disposal and few 
summer signings of particular 
note, McCann will do well to 
avoid Doncaster getting sucked 
in at the wrong end of the 
division. 

The quality in attack that John 
Marquis offers is a massive plus 
point for Doncaster heading into 
this season, but mid-table looks 
to be the current ceiling for this 
side. Unless Grant McCann 
proves to be an inspired 
appointment, this is likely to be 
an utterly unremarkable season 
for Doncaster. 

Verdict 
Looking Over Their 

Shoulders 
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Fleetwood Town 

Squad Size 

23 
Average Age 

25.3 
 

Apps 17/18 

592 
 

Goals 17/18 

70 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 
GK Alex Cairns 
GK Matt Urwin 
DF Cian Bolger 
DF Eddie Clarke 
DF Lewie Coyle (L) 
DF Ashley Eastham 
DF Gethin Jones 
DF Joe Maguire 
DF Craig Morgan 

DF 
Tommy Spurr 

(L) 
MF Kyle Dempsey 
MF Bobby Grant 
MF Jason Holt (L) 
MF Jack Sowerby 
MF James Wallace 
FW Wes Burns 
FW Ched Evans (L) 
FW Ashley Hunter 
FW Chris Long 
FW Paddy Madden 
FW Conor McAleny 
FW Joao Morelli 
FW Ashley Nadesan 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Joey Barton 

An intriguing appointment in his 
first managerial spell and after a 
year out of football due to a ban 
related to betting. Very much an 
unknown quantity heading into 
the new season. 

Key Player – Kyle Dempsey 

A dynamo of a creative 
midfielder who can play as 
either a number 10 or in a 
deeper-lying position. Struggled 
for an end product at times last 
season but played a key role in 
staving off a relegation battle 
and has sparkled in pre-season 
under Joey Barton. 

Overview 

Prepare for Fleetwood Town to 
become ‘Joey Barton’s Fleetwood 
Town’ this season, after one of 
English football’s most talked-
about, now former, players in 
recent years has made a 
somewhat surprising step into 
management. Aside from his 
persona as a player both on and 
off the pitch, there is very little 
at the moment from which to 
gauge what kind of manager 
Joey Barton will be. 

Reports from pre-season suggest 
that Barton has been a hit with 
both players and fans at 
Fleetwood – and will look to play 
a 4-3-3 formation to try and get 

the best out of Kyle Dempsey’s 
creativity in midfield, along with 
the pace of Conor McAleny and 
Ashley Hunter in attack. 
However, pre-season is a very 
different world to the trials and 
torments of a long league season 
as a manager, it’s just too early 
to tell how Barton will cope with 
some very new pressures for 
him. 

The squad Barton has to work 
with is reasonably strong for this 
level of football, which he has 
added to via the experience of 
Tommy Spurr and Craig Morgan 
in defence, while Ched Evans, 
along with Chris Long, provide 
further attacking options to the 
aforementioned Hunter and 
McAleny. 

Fleetwood seem a relatively good 
club for Barton to choose in his 
first managerial posting, the 
pressure isn’t too high, there is a 
reasonably strong squad to work 
with and he has been backed by 
the owner in the transfer 
market. A play-off challenge is a 
reasonable expectation if things 
go to plan. 

 

Verdict 
Play-Off Chasers 
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Gillingham 

Squad Size 

22 
Average Age 

25.4 
 

Apps 17/18 

647 
 

Goals 17/18 

70 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 
GK Tom Hadler 
GK Tomáš Holý 
DF Max Ehmer 
DF Barry Fuller 

DF 
Bradley 

Garmston 
DF Alex Lacey 
DF Luke O'Neill 
DF Gabriel Zakuani 
MF Billy Bingham 
MF Mark Byrne 

MF 
Regan Charles-

Cook 
MF Elliott List 
MF Navid Nasseri 
MF Darren Oldaker 
MF Dean Parrett 
MF Josh Rees 
MF Callum Reilly 
FW Tom Eaves 
FW Brandon Hanlan 
FW Liam Nash 
FW Josh Parker 

FW 
Conor 

Wilkinson 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Steve Lovell 

Took charge of Gillingham while 
the club was in a parlous state 
last season and managed to 
provide key organisation and 
leadership to get the team into 
reasonably comfortable safety.  

Key Player – Tom Eaves 

A giant centre-forward with a 
prior reputation of lacking work-
rate and fluffing easy chances, 
converted into a goalscoring 
machine by Steve Lovell last 
season. Will be looking to prove 
that last year was no one-off. 

Overview 

Gillingham looked one of the 
very favourites for relegation 
last season, especially so after a 
poor start to the campaign. The, 
initially caretaker, management 
of Steve Lovell though 
completely transformed the 
atmosphere and mentality 
around the club as they rallied 
towards safety in relatively 
comfortable fashion. 

On paper, Gillingham look to 
have one of the weaker squads in 
the division. A lot rests 
goalscoring-wise on Tom Eaves 
and Josh Parker, neither of 
whom have particularly 
impressive track records aside 
from last season. However, the 

addition of creative midfielder 
Dean Parrett from AFC 
Wimbledon seems to be an 
attempt to diversify Gillingham’s 
attacking threat from the robust, 
well-organised football Lovell 
had them playing last season. 

Survival will be the number one 
priority for the Gills this season, 
which will be another test of 
Lovell’s managerial credentials 
early into his career as a full-
time manager. It’s one thing 
making an impact after a failed 
previous regime, it’s another 
challenge entirely to build your 
own team and keep it going over 
the longer-term. 

A relatively poor run towards the 
end of last season doesn’t augur 
well for Gillingham heading into 
this campaign. While Gills fans 
will be looking to kick-on from 
last year, the reality is that 
anything other than a relegation 
scrap will be a bonus for them 
this season. 

Verdict 
Looking Over Their 

Shoulders 
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Luton Town 

Squad Size 

23 
Average Age 

25.6 
 

Apps 17/18 

655 
 

Goals 17/18 

105 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 
GK Harry Isted 
GK James Shea 
GK Marek Štěch 
DF Sonny Bradley 
DF Lloyd Jones 
DF James Justin 

DF 
Frankie 

Musonda 
DF Matty Pearson 
DF Dan Potts 
DF Glen Rea 
DF Alan Sheehan 
DF Jack Stacey 
MF Luke Berry 
MF Harry Cornick 
MF Luke Gambin 
MF Jorge Grant (L) 

MF 
Alan 

McCormack 

MF 
Pelly Ruddock 

Mpanzu 
MF Andrew Shinnie 
FW James Collins 
FW Danny Hylton 
FW Jake Jervis 
FW Elliot Lee 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Nathan Jones 

Seen as one of the most 
promising young coaches in the 
Football League and led Luton to 
promotion last year in, at times, 
swashbuckling fashion. Gets his 
teams playing positive, passing 
football but can be inflexible 
with his tactics at times. 

Key Player – Danny Hylton 

A hard-working, niggly centre-
forward who loves to play on the 
edge of what is legal. After 
finding goals so easy to come by 
in recent years in League Two, 
he should be able to step up, but 
currently lacks a track record in 
the third-tier. 

Overview 

Luton were overwhelming 
favourites for promotion from 
League Two last season and just 
about met those expectations in 
a relatively comfortable fashion. 
Nathan Jones’ side appear to be 
the promoted League Two side 
that most are tipping to go on to 
do the best at a higher-level, but 
there are things that need to be 
ironed out for them to make that 
transition as smoothly as 
anticipated. 

Probably the two big question 
marks hanging over Luton 
heading into this campaign are 
whether Danny Hylton and 

James Collins are reliable 
goalscorer at League One level – 
with both having relatively 
underwhelming rates of scoring 
in the third-tier – along with 
whether they can impose their 
style against a higher-calibre of 
opponent. 

Based on performances last 
season, Hylton and Collins 
should score goals at this level – 
although they could well require 
support from the likes of Elliot 
Lee and midfielders Luke Berry 
and Jorge Grant to lessen the 
burden – while it remains to be 
seen Luton can play a similar 
brand of football League One as 
they did in League Two it won’t 
be for a lack of trying. 

Luton have looked a League One 
side in waiting for the past 
couple of seasons, they should 
take this step up a level in their 
stride. They are possibly lacking 
a level of physical assertiveness 
in midfield, but they should 
make a reasonable fist of a play-
off challenge. 

Verdict 
Play-Off Chasers 
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Oxford United 

Squad Size 

22 
Average Age 

25.9 
 

Apps 17/18 

497 
 

Goals 17/18 

62 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 
GK Simon Eastwood 
GK Scott Shearer 
DF Canice Carroll 
DF Rob Dickie 

DF 
Luke Garbutt 

(L) 
DF Sam Long 
DF Tony McMahon 
DF John Mousinho 
DF Curtis Nelson 

DF 
Cameron 
Norman 

DF Charlie Raglan 

MF 
Cameron 

Brannagan 

MF 
Marcus Browne 

(L) 

MF 
Samir 

Carruthers (L) 
MF James Henry 
MF Armani Little 
MF Malachi Napa 
MF Josh Ruffels 
MF Gavin Whyte 
FW Robert Hall 
FW Jamie Mackie 
FW Jon Obika 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Karl Robinson 

Took the surprise decision to 
jump ship from play-off 
challenging Charlton to a lowly 
Oxford side late last season and 
did enough to keep them up. 
Should get Oxford challenging 
towards the play-offs, but his 
possession brand of football can 
lack a cutting edge at times. 

Key Player – Simon 
Eastwood 

Possibly the best goalkeeper 
currently operating at League 
One level. An excellent shot-
stopper and all-round presence 
in goal who has the ability to 
play at a higher-level. 

Overview 

Oxford lost their way badly 
under ex-manager Pep Clotet 
last season, shifting from being a 
finishing school for Premier 
League youngsters to a 
disorganised rabble dotted with 
various overseas players. A 
takeover of the club mid-way 
through last season, followed by 
the appointment of Karl 
Robinson as manager has 
allowed the club to swiftly re-set 
from a failed regime. 

Robinson had relatively little 
time to make changes before the 
end of last season but has used 

the summer to clear out some of 
the dead-wood in the squad and 
bring in his own players. Samir 
Carruthers has been brought in 
to add a ball-player to Oxford’s 
midfield, Tony McMahon and 
Luke Garbutt should provide 
quality delivery from full-back, 
while Marcus Browne and Gavin 
Whyte potentially add 
excitement in wide positions. 

Karl Robinson’s sides can want 
for a lack of attacking 
penetration, but a midfield trio 
of Cameron Brannagan, Samir 
Carruthers and James Henry 
could well prove to be a cut 
above this season. If Jon Obika 
can keep up his pre-season form, 
Oxford potentially have the 
firepower to make their 
possession play count. 

A team managed by Karl 
Robinson is almost always likely 
to be around the top six at this 
level of football. Oxford have the 
players to make Robinson’s style 
of football work, and in a 
relatively open field they are 
possibly even outside contenders 
for automatic promotion. 

 

Verdict 
Play-Off Chasers 
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Peterborough United 

Squad Size 

22 
Average Age 

24.2 
 

Apps 17/18 

664 
 

Goals 17/18 

48 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 
GK Aaron Chapman 
GK Conor O'Malley 
DF Rhys Bennett 
DF Colin Daniel 
DF Tyler Denton (L) 
DF Lewis Freestone 
DF Jason Naismith 
DF Ryan Tafazolli 
DF Josh Yorwerth 

MF 
Jermaine 
Anderson 

MF George Cooper 
MF Siriki Dembele 
MF Anthony Grant 
MF Adam King (L) 

MF 
Marcus 

Maddison 
MF Mark O'Hara 
MF Louis Reed 
MF Joe Ward 
MF Alex Woodyard 

FW 
Issac Buckley-

Ricketts 

FW 
Jason Cummings 

(L) 
FW Matt Godden 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Steve Evans 

A fiery and divisive figure in 
football, a manager very much 
concentrated on short-term fixes 
and creating a tense, on-edge 
atmosphere within his squad. 
His track record suggests it’s a 
strategy that tends to work. 

Key Player – George Cooper 

A winger/attacking-midfielder 
who came through the Crewe 
academy before signing for 
Peterborough in January. A 
skilful and direct operator and a 
reliable source of goals and 
assists who could well step into 
Marcus Maddison’s shoes should 
Peterborough’s talisman leave, 
as expected, before the end of 
the transfer window. 

Overview 

Steve Evans is at it again. 
Another club, another massive 
turnover of players, another bid 
to win promotion. 

After years of underachieving 
with some wonderfully 
technically-gifted individuals, 
Peterborough were probably due 
on overhaul to change the 
emphasis around the club. This 
summer has seen a shift from 
flair to physical power at London 
Road – watch out in particular 

for Alex Woodyard and the giant 
Mark O’Hara in midfield. 

There still is the creative ability 
in this squad – especially if 
Marcus Maddison can be 
retained – to make Peterborough 
a very exciting prospect. The 
likes of Louis Reed, George 
Cooper, and, to a lesser extent, 
Siriki Dembele in midfield have 
the technical ability to blow 
teams away. Possibly the biggest 
question mark about 
Peterborough is whether Jason 
Cummings and Matt Godden up 
front can put away the chances 
that are likely to fall their way. 

There is likely to be an inevitable 
period of bedding-in this season, 
particularly due to Evans’ 
penchant for chopping and 
changing, but the combination of 
power and technical quality at 
London Road is something few 
other teams at this level possess. 
The play-offs should be the 
minimum Peterborough achieve 
this season. 

Verdict 
Promotion 
Challengers 
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Plymouth Argyle 

Squad Size 

25 
Average Age 

26.2 
 

Apps 17/18 

535 
 

Goals 17/18 

49 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 

GK 
Harry Burgoyne 

(L) 
GK Michael Cooper 
GK Kyle Letheren 
DF Niall Canavan 
DF Ryan Edwards 
DF Peter Grant 
DF Tafari Moore 
DF Joe Riley 
DF Gary Sawyer 

DF 
Ashley Smith-

Brown 
DF Yann Songo'o 
DF Scott Wootton 

MF 
Lionel 

Ainsworth 
MF Graham Carey 
MF David Fox 
MF Joel Grant 
MF Conor Grant 
MF Rúben Lameiras 
MF Jamie Ness 
MF Antoni Sarcevic 
MF Gregg Wylde 
FW Calum Dyson 
FW Alex Fletcher 
FW Freddie Ladapo 
FW Ryan Taylor 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Derek Adams 

A spiky character, but someone 
who has consistently brought 
improvement to Plymouth in 
each of his seasons in charge. 
Tactically astute and with an eye 
for a bargain signing, Adams is 
one of the better managers 
operating at this level. 

Key Player – Graham Carey 

A creative goalscoring midfielder 
who has been a revelation for 
Plymouth in each of the three 
seasons he’s been at the club. 
Long overdue a move to 
Championship level, Carey 
appears to be comfortable in an 
environment in which he is 
excelling. 

Overview 

After initially struggling, 
Plymouth were one of the 
surprise packages in League One 
last season in challenging for the 
play-off places. A lack of quality 
ultimately told over the final 
weeks of the campaign, but 
Plymouth appear refreshed and 
re-energised heading into this 
new season. 

Although key centre-back Sonny 
Bradley has been lost to Luton 
Town, the core of last season’s 
squad remains in place – in 
particular the creative duo of 

Graham Carey and Ruben 
Lameiras – with Adams adding 
depth to the squad via his 
ventures in the transfer market. 

While very few of Plymouth’s 
signings arrive with particularly 
glowing track records, Adams is 
the kind of manager who can 
assess the strengths and 
weaknesses of individuals and 
find tactical solutions to get the 
best out of them. Plymouth are 
one of those clubs currently 
where it is the manager who is 
their star man. 

A repeat of last season’s play-off 
challenge seems unlikely given 
the lack of upgrades sourced by 
Adams in the transfer market, a 
comfortable mid-table finish and 
another series of needless digs 
between Adams and opposing 
managers looks on the cards for 
this coming season. 

Verdict 
Comfortable Mid-

Table 
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Portsmouth 

Squad Size 

21 
Average Age 

25.0 
 

Apps 17/18 

613 
 

Goals 17/18 

71 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 

GK 
Craig 

MacGillivray 
GK Luke McGee 
DF Lee Brown 

DF 
Christian 
Burgess 

DF Matt Clarke 
DF Dion Donohue 

DF 
Brandon 

Haunstrup 

DF 
Nathan 

Thompson 

DF 
Jack 

Whatmough 
MF Ben Close 
MF Ronan Curtis 
MF Louis Dennis 
MF Gareth Evans 
MF Adam May 
MF Tom Naylor 
MF Danny Rose 
MF Anton Walkes 
FW Conor Chaplin 
FW Oliver Hawkins 
FW Jamal Lowe 
FW Brett Pitman 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Kenny Jackett 

An experienced and understated 
presence in the managerial dug-
out with a track record of 
putting teams together who can 
win promotion at this level. 

Key Player – Brett Pitman 

In the space of a season, Pitman 
has become a talismanic 
presence in attack for 
Portsmouth, dragging a fairly 
ordinary side to the verge of the 
play-offs with 24 goals in 38 
appearances. 

Overview 

Last summer’s takeover of 
Portsmouth by the American 
businessman Michael Eisner had 
promised a new era for the club, 
however, the level of investment 
has been more responsible than 
first anticipated. The 
appointment of Kenny Jackett 
and the signing of key striker 
Brett Pitman allowed 
Portsmouth to establish 
themselves back in League One 
last year, now they seem ready 
to put together a more concerted 
push for promotion. 

In particular, the additions of 
Lee Brown at left-back, and 
defensive midfielders Anton 
Walkes and Tom Naylor add 
proven and strong League One 

quality to a squad that appeared 
to lack depth last season.  

Jackett has also taken punts on 
Irish winger/forward Ronan 
Curtis, as well as ex-Bromley 
winger Louis Dennis, who 
starred in the National League 
last season. With forwards 
Oliver Hawkins and Jamal Lowe 
continuing to improve, 
Portsmouth may be a lot more 
than the Brett Pitman team this 
season – even if they are still 
after another striker to 
complement their main man. 

Portsmouth are arguably the 
strongest team that competed in 
League One last season heading 
into this year, having had a more 
stable summer than the teams 
that finished ahead of them in 
2017/18. A top six finish should 
be seen as attainable, they are 
possibly even capable of pushing 
on towards the top two. 

Verdict 
Promotion 
Challengers 
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Rochdale 

Squad Size 

24 
Average Age 

26.2 
 

Apps 17/18 

547 
 

Goals 17/18 

41 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 
GK Josh Lillis 
GK Brendan Moore 
DF Ryan Delaney 
DF James Finnerty 

DF 
Harrison 
McGahey 

DF Jimmy McNulty 
DF Kgosi Ntlhe 
DF Joe Rafferty 
MF Daniel Adshead 
MF Callum Camps 
MF Andy Cannon 
MF Matt Done 
MF Stephen Dooley 
MF Brad Inman 
MF Aaron Morley 
MF David Perkins 
MF Oliver Rathbone 
MF Joe Thompson 
MF Jordan Williams 

MF 
M. Jordan 
Williams 

FW Calvin Andrew 
FW Matty Gillam 
FW Ian Henderson 

FW 
Aaron 

Wilbraham 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Keith Hill 

Has built a side at Rochdale that 
has consistently punched above 
its weight at this level before a 
difficult previous season. A 
manager who likes to 
experiment with formations and 
playing players out of position, 
which can have mixed results. 

Key Player – Ian Henderson 

Albeit advancing in age, 
Henderson remains an 
absolutely key presence in the 
scoring and creating of goals for 
Rochdale, eschewing moves to 
bigger clubs to remain in a 
comfortable environment at 
Spotland. 

Overview 

Having over-achieved so 
consistently in recent years, it 
was inevitable that there would 
be at least one year where 
Rochdale would struggle – which 
is what last year was. 
Nonetheless, it was a season 
made memorable from an 
extended run in the FA Cup, as 
well as the dramatic late push to 
safety. 

While Rochdale showed in their 
performances in the FA Cup that 
they shouldn’t have been 
anywhere near a relegation 
scrap, there has been a sense 

that Keith Hill’s methods have 
gone a little stale. However, a 
successful battle against the drop 
and some positive performances 
in pre-season (for what they’re 
worth) seem to suggest a re-
energised club. 

Rochdale will remain a tough 
team to play against this season, 
thanks to their combination of 
physicality and technical 
proficiency. The likes of Ian 
Henderson, Matt Done and 
Callum Camps are experienced 
and effective players in this 
Rochdale system, while Hill has 
improved his options by bringing 
in veteran defensive midfielder 
David Perkins to stiffen the 
midfield, along with the height 
of bean-pole centre-forward 
Aaron Wilbraham. 

It's hard to ever write Rochdale 
off because they’ve shown in the 
past under Keith Hill that they 
can challenge for the play-offs 
despite their severe budgetary 
disadvantage. Another struggle 
seems unlikely, they should be 
comfortable in mid-table at the 
very least. 

 

Verdict 
Comfortable Mid-

Table 
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Scunthorpe United 

Squad Size 

20 
Average Age 

24.4 
 

Apps 17/18 

397 
 

Goals 17/18 

40 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 
GK Jonathan Flatt 
GK Matt Gilks 
GK Rory Watson 

DF 
Cameron 

Borthwick-
Jackson (L) 

DF 
Cameron 
Burgess 

DF Lewis Butroid 
DF Jordan Clarke 
DF Charlie Goode 
DF Rory McArdle 
MF Andy Dales 
MF Duane Holmes 
MF James Horsfield 
MF Clayton Lewis 
MF Josh Morris 
MF Funso Ojo 
MF Levi Sutton 

FW 
Stephen 

Humphrys (L) 
FW Lee Novak 
FW Olufela Olomola 
FW Kyle Wootton 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Nick Daws 

Steered the club calmly into the 
play-offs following the collapse 
of Graham Alexander’s tenure, 
but now faces the task of having 
to re-build Scunthorpe’s squad 
following a budget reduction 
over the summer. 

Key Player – Josh Morris 

Couldn’t quite match the absurd 
streak of goalscoring he 
managed in his first season at 
the club but remains both an 
energetic and creative presence 
in the side from a left-midfield 
berth. 

Overview 

The sacking of Graham 
Alexander late last season looked 
an odd decision from the outside 
with the play-offs still very much 
on, however, it’s one that 
worked out, with Nick Daws 
reversing the slide under 
Alexander and getting the club 
into the play-offs, before losing 
out to Rotherham in the semi-
finals. 

Having been one of the bigger 
spenders at this level in recent 
years, Scunthorpe look to be 
cutting their cloth this summer. 
They have lost talented winger 
Hakeeb Adelakun to Bristol City, 
sold key centre-back Murray 

Wallace to Millwall along with 
left-back Conor Townsend to 
West Brom and have been 
unable to secure the returns of 
star loanees Ryan Yates and Ivan 
Toney after crucial performances 
from the duo last season. 

While manager Nick Daws has 
impressed in two caretaker 
stints, his task had previously 
been to get performances out of 
strong squads, as a permanent 
manager, he now has to build a 
team of his own on a smaller 
budget than his predecessors. 
Thus far, Daws has taken punts 
on relatively unproven players, 
although there are still some top 
performers at this level available 
in the form of wingers Josh 
Morris and Duane Holmes, and 
deep-lying playmaker Funso Ojo. 

A lack of depth, both in quantity 
and quality of back-up options, 
looks to be Scunthorpe’s biggest 
concern heading into this season. 
Their starting XI is probably still 
close to top six quality, but a big 
injury or further player sales will 
hit them hard. 

Verdict 
Comfortable Mid-

Table 
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Shrewsbury Town 

Squad Size 

24 
Average Age 

25.5 
 

Apps 17/18 

655 
 

Goals 17/18 

77 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 
GK Steve Arnold 
GK Joel Coleman (L) 
DF Omar Beckles 
DF James Bolton 
DF Ryan Haynes 
DF Luke Hendrie 
DF Zak Jules 
DF Kieran Kennedy 
DF Aristote Nsiala 
DF Mat Sadler 

MF 
Charlie Colkett 

(L) 
MF Abo Eisa 
MF Alex Gilliead 
MF Sam Jones 
MF Josh Laurent 
MF Doug Loft 
MF Bryn Morris 
MF Jon Nolan 
MF Shaun Whalley 
FW Arthur Gnahoua 
FW Aaron Holloway 

FW 
Lenell John-

Lewis 

FW 
Fejiri 

Okenabirhie 
FW Stefan Payne 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – John Askey 

Led Macclesfield Town to an 
unlikely promotion from the 
National League on a miniscule 
budget and faces a big task at 
Shrewsbury in re-building a 
squad that has been picked apart 
following last season’s play-off 
final defeat. 

Key Player – Jon Nolan 

An absolute Rolls Royce of a 
midfielder who was crucial to 
Shrewsbury’s excellent previous 
season. A box-to-box creative 
midfielder who can dictate the 
tempo, move past defenders and 
score goals, it seems odd that he 
is one of few key players from 
last year to remain at the club, at 
the time of writing. 

Overview 

Shrewsbury were undoubtedly 
the surprise package in League 
One last season and, despite 
falling back in the second half of 
the season, won enough points 
to have have won automatic 
promotion in many previous 
years. Alas, they fell short in the 
play-offs, and have lost their 
manager to Ipswich, along with 
several key players to rival 
League One clubs. 

New manager John Askey may 
have impressed in winning 
promotion with Macclesfield 

from the National League last 
season but faces a difficult task 
as a Football League manager. 
Worryingly, Askey failed to 
convince several key players to 
sign new contracts, only serving 
to add to his in-tray. 

As of the time of writing, Omar 
Beckles and Toto Nsiala in 
defence and Jon Nolan in 
midfield are the only key players 
from last season to have been 
retained. The incoming transfer 
activity has been of the young 
and raw variety, with Chelsea 
youngster Charlie Colkett and 
ex-Dagenham winger Fejiri 
Okenabirhie ones to watch. 

Indications from pre-season are 
that John Askey is looking to 
make Shrewsbury more 
expansive this year than they 
were under Paul Hurst last time 
out. They may well put in some 
exciting performances at times 
this season, but it may come at 
the cost of defensive solidity. 
There is probably enough about 
them to avoid a relegation battle, 
but it may take them time to get 
up and running. 

 

Verdict 
Looking Over Their 

Shoulder 
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Southend United 

Squad Size 

23 
Average Age 

26.7 
 

Apps 17/18 

549 
 

Goals 17/18 

55 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 
GK Mark Oxley 
GK Ted Smith 
DF Elvis Bwomono 
DF Ben Coker 
DF Jason Demetriou 

DF 
Anton 

Ferdinand 

DF 
Stephen 
Hendrie 

DF Rob Kiernan 

DF 
Harry 

Kyprianou 
DF Harry Lennon 
DF Michael Turner 
DF John White 
MF Sam Barratt 
MF Timothee Dieng 
MF Luke Hyam 
MF Michael Kightly 
MF Sam Mantom 

MF 
Stephen 

McLaughlin 
MF Dru Yearwood 
FW Amadou Ba 
FW Simon Cox 
FW Tom Hopper 
FW Theo Robinson 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Chris Powell 

A likeable presence off-the-pitch 
but importantly, a good manager 
as well. Has prior experience of 
promotion at this level with 
Charlton and has made a 
positive impact since taking 
charge of Southend mid-way 
through last year. 

Key Player – Mark Oxley 

Has firmly established himself as 
the club’s number one keeper 
after a fantastic season for 
Southend in goal featuring a 
number of outstanding displays 
that single-handedly won his 
side crucial points. 

Overview 

Having over-performed in recent 
years under Phil Brown with a 
squad packed with lower-league 
journeyman, the appointment of 
Chris Powell as Southend 
manager has freshened things up 
at Roots Hall. It has been a 
summer of evolution rather than 
revolution at Southend, with the 
core of an experienced, hard-
working squad kept in place, and 
recruitment focused on injecting 
fresh energy where required. 

Chris Powell has generally 
turned towards reliable League 
One performers, such as 
Timothee Dieng, and Sam 

Mantom in midfield, along with 
Tom Hopper up front, which 
retains the solid look of this 
Southend squad while reducing 
the average age somewhat. 

Ambitions at Roots Hall aren’t 
necessarily high, but with a solid 
core in place – with the 
impressive Mark Oxley in goal, 
the veteran Michael Turner 
leading the defence, and the 
exciting youngster Dru 
Yearwood in midfield – 
Southend could well be able to 
take advantage of the more 
chaotic summer preparations of 
many of the sides expected to 
challenge for the play-offs in 
League One this season. 

Southend are likely to be a 
diligent, hard-working and well-
organised this season. Quietly, 
they could well be something of 
a surprise package this season, 
although they do appear to lack 
reliable goalscorers in attack. 

Verdict 
Play-Off Chasers 
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Sunderland 

Squad Size 

26 
Average Age 

26.1 
 

Apps 17/18 

595 
 

Goals 17/18 

32 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 
GK Jon McLaughlin 
GK Robbin Ruiter 
GK Max Stryjek 
DF Jack Baldwin 
DF Papy Djilobodji 
DF Tom Flanagan 
DF Reece James 
DF Lamine Koné 
DF Glenn Loovens 
DF Donald Love 
DF Adam Matthews 
DF Bryan Oviedo 
DF Alim Ozturk 
MF Lee Cattermole 
MF Elliot Embleton 
MF Lynden Gooch 

MF 
George 

Honeyman 
MF Aiden McGeady 
MF Dylan McGeouch 
MF Didier Ndong 
MF Luke O'Nien 
MF Ethan Robson 
FW Chris Maguire 
FW Josh Maja 

FW 
Jerome Sinclair 

(L) 

FW 
Duncan 

Watmore 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Jack Ross 

Tipped as one of the best young 
managers in the British game 
currently after his spell at St 
Mirren. Likes to play attacking, 
energetic football, but faces a 
huge step-up in terms of 
expectation and resources this 
season. 

Key Player – Chris Maguire 

If Maguire can replicate his form 
at Oxford, he could well be the 
conductor of a Sunderland side 
brimming with several exciting 
attacking players. If he picks up 
where he left off at Bury, less so. 

Overview 

After double relegations from the 
Premier League, Sunderland 
have been handed a clean slate 
this season thanks to a takeover, 
a clearing of debts and the 
offloading of many big earners. 

New chairman Stewart Donald 
has talked a good game with the 
fans and has appointed, in Jack 
Ross, purportedly one of the 
most promising young managers 
in British football. However, 
Sunderland’s recruitment drive 
this summer has hit snags and 
appeared almost scatter-gun at 
times, which could hint at a 
more difficult campaign than 
many are anticipating. 

The additions of Glenn Loovens, 
Chris Maguire, and Dylan 
McGeouch are very good 
signings for this level of football, 
but maybe aren’t quite of the 
standard of a club expecting to 
progress further in the 
Championship next season. The 
most eye-catching quality in this 
squad could well come via 
academy players such as Lynden 
Gooch, George Honeyman and 
Elliott Embleton in midfield, 
along with the exciting Josh Maja 
in attack. 

There is the potential for 
Sunderland to be a very exciting 
team this year, although 
goalscoring currently looks to be 
the biggest area of weakness of 
this squad. The expectation is 
that they’ll blow teams out of the 
water in the manner Wigan and 
Wolves did in recent seasons, 
however, the slow recruitment 
and a relatively young manager 
temper those expectations 
somewhat. Promotion is the 
minimum for Sunderland, they 
may not be quite as dominant as 
anticipated. 

 

Verdict 
Promotion 
Challengers 
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Walsall 

Squad Size 

17 
Average Age 

24.7 
 

Apps 17/18 

517 
 

Goals 17/18 

53 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 
GK Chris Dunn 
GK Liam Roberts 

DF 
Callum 

Cockerill-
Mollett 

DF Nicky Devlin 
DF Jon Guthrie 
DF Luke Leahy 
DF Kory Roberts 
MF Adam Chambers 
MF George Dobson 
MF Joe Edwards 
MF Josh Ginnelly 
MF Zeli Ismail 
MF Liam Kinsella 
MF Maz Kouhyar 
MF Kieron Morris 

FW 
Amadou 

Bakayoko 
FW Andy Cook 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Dean Keates 

A popular former player who 
registered a reasonably 
successful first spell as a 
manager with Wrexham. A keen 
preacher of defensive 
organisation and discipline, this 
could well be a low-scoring 
season for the Saddlers. 

Key Player – Andy Cook 

A powerful striker who scored 
freely in the National League 
with Barrow and Tranmere 
Rovers, albeit with question 
marks over his mobility and 
fitness. Has looked a threat in 
pre-season, particularly from 
crosses into the box. 

Overview 

Walsall scraped to survival last 
season following the 
appointment of club legend Dean 
Keates in place of the loathed Jon 
Whitney. For a club that recently 
went close to promotion from 
this level, survival felt more like 
a reprieve than an opportunity 
to get back on track. 

Keates enters this season in 
charge of Walsall with a lot of 
goodwill – in part because of his 
status as a popular former 
player, in part because of his not 
being Jon Whitney – however, he 
faces a huge task in keeping the 

Saddlers away from danger this 
season. A safety-first manager, 
Keates is not going to make 
Walsall a side neutrals will be 
flocking to see. 

With a relatively young and 
inexperienced side, shorn of its 
key performer in recent years in 
Erhun Oztumer, Walsall’s 
summer transfer activity has 
been a little underwhelming in 
addressing the squad’s key needs 
– in particular in central defence. 
Winger Zeli Ismail and striker 
Andy Cook look to be the key 
additions – with Ismail’s wing 
play vital to getting the best out 
of Cook.  

With a thin squad and already an 
injury-induced crisis at the back 
to manage, Dean Keates could 
find it difficult to keep things 
tight enough at the back to make 
his style of play effective. From 
the outset, Walsall look among 
the weaker teams in the division, 
team-spirit could be crucial for 
their hopes. 

 

Verdict 
Relegation Battlers 
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front three of Adebayo 
Akinfenwa, Nathan Tyson and 
Craig Mackail-Smith – combined 
age of 106 – with some 
regularity. They certainly won’t 
lack for experience, but mobility 
will surely become an issue 
against more dynamic, faster-
paced opponents in League One. 

It’s not quite Jurassic Park, with 
Paris Cowan-Hall, Dominic Gape 
and Scott Kaskhet younger 
talents capable of making an 
impression on this division. 
However, it seems like Gareth 
Ainsworth is hoping that keeping 
a team used to winning together 
is a better strategy than seeking 
upgrades for his elder statesmen. 

Wycombe should claim a few 
scalps against sides not quite 
appeared for the bombardment 
they throw at opponents, 
however, a lack of dynamism 
and a leakiness in defence could 
leave them exposed. They seem 
likely to be among the relegation 
candidates this year – perhaps 
their much-vaunted team spirit 
will keep their heads above 
water. 

 

 

  

 

 
Wycombe Wanderers 

Squad Size 

20 
Average Age 

29.6 
 

Apps 17/18 

533 
 

Goals 17/18 

63 
 

Squad 

Pos Player 
GK Ryan Allsop 

GK 
Yves Ma-
Kalambay 

DF Darius Charles 
DF Adam El-Abd 

DF 
Michael 

Harriman 
DF Joe Jacobson 
DF Sido Jombati 

DF 
Anthony 
Stewart 

MF Marcus Bean 
MF Matt Bloomfield 
MF Nick Freeman 
MF Dominic Gape 
MF Sam Saunders 

MF 
Curtis 

Thompson 

FW 
Adebayo 

Akinfenwa 

FW 
Paris Cowan-

Hall 
FW Scott Kashket 

FW 
Craig Mackail-

Smith 
FW Nathan Tyson 

FW 
Randell 

Williams (L) 

  Italics denote new signings 

Manager – Gareth 
Ainsworth 

Wins few fans among neutrals 
for an absolutely brutalist brand 
of long-ball football, Ainsworth 
has been a key stabilising 
presence at Wycombe amid a 
financially restrained era at the 
club, slowly building towards 
last season’s promotion. 

Key Player – Adebayo 
Akinfenwa 

A wrecking ball of a centre-
forward who wins headers due 
to his physical strength rather 
than height. Losing mobility and 
the ability to last 90 minutes in 
his older age, almost everything 
good about Wycombe last season 
came via Akinfenwa. 

Overview 

Wycombe had looked to be going 
stale under Gareth Ainsworth 
heading into last season, before a 
campaign of goals, late 
comebacks, and pure bloody-
mindedness saw them promoted 
automatically from League Two. 
For a club on such limited 
resources as Wycombe, staying 
up is going to be an even bigger 
challenge. 

Remarkably, Wycombe head into 
the season with a squad with an 
average age close to 30. Notably, 
Ainsworth could well call upon a 

Verdict 
Looking Over Their 

Shoulders 
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Sunderland 

26 
Walsall 

17 22 

Wycombe 
Wanderers 

29.6 
Barnsley 

23.5 25.7 

Peterborough 
United 

664 

Scunthorpe 
United 

397 544 

Luton Town 

105 
Burton 
Albion 

30 56 

Peterborough 
United 

30 

Accrington 
Stanley 

5 14 
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The creative and goalscoring hub of a 
Plymouth side who were one of last 
season’s surprise packages. Capable of 
influencing games both in open play and 
from set-pieces, Carey is overdue the 
platform to play at a higher-level. 

Club Apps 

141 

Club Goals 

42 

Club Assists 

41 
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The giant centre-forward had endured a 
nomadic career from non-league to 
Norway before a breakthrough last 
season at this level on loan with 
Rotherham. Not only physical, but mobile 
and energetic, a nightmare for defences. 

Apps 17/18 

42 

Goals 17/18 

17 

Assists 17/18 

7 
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An integral part of what looks to be set to 
be a formidable back-line for Burton 
Albion next season. A powerful defender, 
but moreover, someone who can lead the 
back-line, McFadzean will be an imposing 
presence for opposing attacks to face. 

Club Apps 

73 

Clean Sheets 

20 

Goals 
Against/Game 

1.6 
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Possibly the most formidable shot-
stopper currently operating below the 
Championship. Simon Eastwood can be a 
dominant presence in goal for Oxford 
United, who will form a key part of the 
club’s bid for a top six finish. 

Club Apps 

92 

Clean Sheets 

29 

Goals 
Against/Game 

1.3 
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With excellent close control, crossing and 
an eye for a through ball, George Cooper 
is a forward who immediately catches the 
eye. With Marcus Maddison set to leave 
London Road, Cooper looks the heir to 
Peterborough’s creative throne. 

17/18 Apps 

40 

17/18 Goals 

3 

17/18 Assists 

8 
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Corey Addai Pos: GK     Age: 20     Club League Apps(Goals): 0(0) 
 Young goalkeeper who has spent plenty of time around the first-team 

without looking close to making an appearance. An impressive loan spell 
with Dulwich Hamlet last season – involving scoring a goal from his own 
half – earned him a longer-term contract. 

Lee Burge Pos: GK     Age: 25     Club League Apps(Goals): 100(0) 
 Save for the odd clanger, Lee Burge enjoyed a solid campaign last time 

out as he fully established himself as the club’s first-choice goalkeeper. 
Already proven at League One level, this season is possibly a chance to 
win over more of his doubters. 

Liam O’Brien Pos: GK     Age: 26     Club League Apps(Goals): 7(0) 
 Back-up goalkeeper who has under 75 career league starts but has 

looked capable of coming in for the odd game when Burge hasn’t been 
available. A decent shot-stopper and vocal presence at the back, unlikely 
to make a push for regular football at a higher-level this season. 

Junior Brown Pos: LB/LM     Age: 29     Club League Apps(Goals): 0(0) 
 Former journeyman lower-league winger converted to full-back during a 

reasonably impressive stint with Shrewsbury Town. Should add 
enterprise from full-back but is recovering from a serious injury. Will be 
challenged for a starting berth by fellow new signing Brandon Mason. 

Tom Davies Pos: CB     Age: 26     Club League Apps(Goals): 21(0) 
 Commanding centre-back, albeit lacking in mobility and composure in 

possession. Enjoyed an impressive previous season when called upon, 
generally providing calm in defence. Yet to play at League One level and 
could be more exposed against a higher-quality of attacker. 

Jack Grimmer Pos: RB    Age: 24     Club League Apps(Goals): 42(1) 
 Put in a solid campaign – albeit with a handful of ropey defensive 

performances – to make the right-back position his own. Supports 
attacks well, although regularly struggles to provide quality in his final 
ball. Is likely to be face a sterner test of his defensive ability this season. 

Dominic Hyam Pos: CB    Age: 22     Club League Apps(Goals): 14(0) 
 Young centre-back signed as a development player last season but 

generally looked solid whenever called upon by the first-team. A 
composed defender with reasonable distribution, can look exposed at 
times against mobile forwards. 

Brandon Mason Pos: LB    Age: 20     Club League Apps(Goals): 0(0) 
 Former Watford youth player who made his debut in the Premier League 

two years ago but didn’t do enough to earn more of a chance in the top-
flight. An energetic and attacking full-back, appears like he will initially 
be back-up to first-choice left-back Junior Brown. 

Rod McDonald Pos: CB    Age: 26     Club League Apps(Goals): 37(0) 
 Impressed for most of last season until consecutive poor performances 

against Stevenage and Lincoln cost him his place in the side for the play-
offs. A calm presence in central defence who is also comfortable in 
possession, will have to fit for his place back in the side. 

Dujon Sterling Pos: RB/RM    Age: 18     Club League Apps(Goals): 0(0) 
 Chelsea youngster who arrives at the club to glowing reviews with the 

Premier League side’s youth-team. A quick and skilful young player with 
the ability to play further up the pitch, should add pace to the side and 
provides competition for Jack Grimmer. 

33 

1 

13 

21 

12 

2 

15 

5 

-- 

3 
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Jordon Thompson Pos: CB    Age: 19     Club League Apps(Goals): 0(0) 
 Strong and tall, Jordon Thompson is a centre-back who looks physically 

ready for first-team football. Enjoyed a productive loan spell at Barrow 
last season and has been close to the first-team during pre-season. Can 
also fill in at right-back. 

Jordan Willis Pos: CB/RB    Age: 23     Club League Apps(Goals): 140(3) 
 The club’s current longest-serving player, having played for us in the 

Championship, Willis put in his most consistent season for us last year, 
playing in his preferred centre-back position. While not the most 
dominant of centre-backs, he competes well and adds pace at the back. 

Tony Andreu Pos: AM    Age: 30     Club League Apps(Goals): 5(0) 
 Showed briefly last season that he had the ability to add creativity to a 

side that had badly been in need of it, before picking up a serious injury. 
Should add further quality to our attacking options now he’s back fit, 
forming a creative hub with Tom Bayliss. 

Tom Bayliss Pos: CM/RM    Age: 19     Club League Apps(Goals): 24(5) 
 The latest special talent to emerge from our academy, having added 

spark and drive to the side last season after the loss of Jodi Jones. Likely 
to have been the subject of heavy interest from bigger clubs over the 
summer, remains within our ranks, for now. 

Michael Doyle Pos: CM    Age: 36     Club League Apps(Goals): 308(25) 
 Arguably our most important player last season, providing experience 

and authority in the centre of the park to help the side overcome its 
inconsistencies. Losing a step of pace and hit-and-miss in possession, he 
may struggle to make the same impact this season. 

Liam Kelly Pos: CM    Age: 28     Club League Apps(Goals): 33(1) 
 Another experienced presence in the centre of the park, although not 

quite as authoritative as Michael Doyle. Kelly was at his best last season 
when given licence to push forward and hassle opponents, the signing of 
Abu Ogogo should free him to continue in that role. 

Jodi Jones Pos: R/LM    Age: 20     Club League Apps(Goals): 59(6) 
 Our shining light for the opening half of last season, providing attacking 

penetration and creativity to a stodgy side. A long-term injury 
threatened to derail our promotion bid, but now that he’s back, he’ll 
have to fight his way into a side that adapted without him as an option. 

Callum Maycock Pos: CM    Age: 20     Club League Apps(Goals): 4(0) 
 A calm defensive midfielder who keeps the ball moving, Callum Maycock 

has been around the first-team for the past couple of seasons without 
ever looking like becoming a regular. Had an opportunity in pre-season 
to stake a claim but looks to have let it pass him by. 

Abu Ogogo Pos: CM    Age: 28     Club League Apps(Goals): 0(0) 
 A strong and powerful defensive midfielder who arrives at the club after 

playing a vital role in Shrewsbury’s run to the play-off final at this level 
last season. Adds proven League One quality to the squad and looks to be 
the natural successor to Michael Doyle. 

Jordan Shipley Pos: L/CM    Age: 20     Club League Apps(Goals): 31(4) 
 Asserted himself as a first-choice player last season with a series of 

increasingly assured performances. Energetic yet disciplined and with a 
wand of a left-foot, Shipley has the ability to carve out a good career for 
himself. Will have greater competition for game-time this season. 
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Peter Vincenti Pos: RM    Age: 32     Club League Apps(Goals): 24(3) 
 Failed to make much of an impact last season, aside from in a handful of 

games. Ungainly and sloppy in possession of the ball, Vincenti’s primary 
attribute as a wide-player is his height. The wrong side of 30 and 
recovering from an injury, seems to be on his way out of the club. 

Zain Westbrooke Pos: CM    Age: 21     Club League Apps(Goals): 0(0) 
 Former Brentford youngster who impressed during a trial spell with the 

club’s under-23 side last season. Reportedly a central midfielder in the 
mould of Tom Bayliss, Westbrooke is unlikely to have much of a role to 
play during the opening period of this season. 

Reise Allassani Pos: ST/LM    Age: 22     Club League Apps(Goals): 0(0) 
 Ex-Crystal Palace and England youth player who’s had to rebuild his 

career following a serious injury with non-league Dulwich Hamlet. Has 
shown in pre-season that he has the ability to excite with his pace and 
skill, his decision-making is probably his biggest area for improvement. 

Maxime Biamou Pos: ST    Age: 27     Club League Apps(Goals): 39(5) 
 An excellent target-man striker who wins headers, links the play and 

runs the channels for the side, who struggled for goals for much of last 
season. Has developed a knack for some brilliant finishes since and will 
need to up the scoring rate to maintain his place in the side. 

Jonson Clarke-Harris Pos: ST    Age: 24     Club League Apps(Goals): 17(3) 
 Only showed his true potential in patches during his loan spell with us 

last season but did just about enough to earn a longer-term stay at the 
club. Quick, strong and with a powerful strong, Clarke-Harris needs to 
demonstrate his ability more consistently to command a starting place. 

Jordan Ponticelli Pos: ST    Age: 19     Club League Apps(Goals): 19(3) 
 Entered last season with sky high expectations but has been eased into 

the first-team picture. An expert finisher who also works hard off-the-
ball, Ponticelli still needs to round off his game, hasn’t been helped by 
being played out wide fairly regularly by Mark Robins. 

 

-- 

-- 

-- 
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  Reise Allassani 
Having been close to making 
his Premier League debut for 
Crystal Palace a few years 
ago and a regular at various 
youth levels with England, 
Reise Allassani arrives at the 
club with serious pedigree. 

Of course, Allassani hasn’t 
come straight from the 
Crystal Palace youth-team, 
instead, having had to 
rebuild his career after a 
serious injury with non-
league Dulwich Hamlet, 
which should presumably 
add a hunger to make up for 
lost time, in addition to his 
natural talent. 

While he is billed as being a 
quick and skilful player, the 

vast majority of footage 
available on him appears to 
have him down as more of a 
striker than a winger – 
although he’s shown in pre-
season that he can make an 
impact out wide. 

Allassani might not be quite 
ready to take the reins for us 
as a go-to man in one of the 
attacking positions, but he 
should provide useful pace 
and skill out wide to 
complement our other chief 
creative players. If he can 
then go on to live up to the 
potential he showed when 
he was much younger, he 
could be an excellent signing 
for us. 

Age: 22 
Position: ST/LM 
Previous Clubs: Crystal Palace, 
Bromley (Loan), Dulwich 
Hamlet 
Career League Apps (Goals): 
34(17) 

Junior Brown 
A journeyman lower league 
winger until his spell at 
Shrewsbury Town, Brown’s 
dynamism and energy from 
left-back allowed the 
Shropshire side to start last 
season like a house on fire, 
before picking up a long-
term injury. 

That injury has to dampen 
the excitement around the 
signing of a key player for a 
promotion-chasing side from 
last season, but if he can 
recover relatively smoothly, 
then Brown should prove to 
be a useful player for us. 

As a former winger, expect 
Brown to be enterprising in 
his surges forward, however, 

there are question marks 
over his positional discipline 
and lack of height when 
defending – although he 
reportedly boasts an 
excellent leap. 

As a player of experience 
and recent good League One 
pedigree, Brown is a signing 
that should allow us to adapt 
to this level quickly. Those 
few doubts against him may 
well be an indication that he 
isn’t assured of commanding 
that left-back slot for the 
entirety of the season, but 
his pace and energy should 
prove to be useful.   

Age: 29 
Position: LB/LM 
Previous Clubs: Crewe, Halifax, 
Northwich, Fleetwood, Tranmere 
(Loan), Oxford, Mansfield, 
Shrewsbury 
Career League Apps (Goals): 
285(33) 
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  Jonson Clarke-Harris 
Brought in on loan last 
January to score the goals to 
fire us to promotion, Jonson 
Clarke-Harris’ record of 
three goals from 17 
appearances was 
underwhelming. 

The goals don’t quite tell the 
full story, as he also created 
chances at times for his 
team-mates through his 
combination of physical 
strength, speed and skill on 
the ball, however, it has to 
be concluded that his loan 
spell overall left room for 
improvement. 

The recent long-term injury 
he had sustained prior to last 
season has to be taken into 

mitigation though, and a full 
pre-season under his belt 
could well provide him with 
a better platform to 
demonstrate his true ability. 

Clarke-Harris has all the 
attributes to be the complete 
striker – strong, quick and 
with a powerful shot – but is 
possibly lacking confidence 
both in what his primary 
role on the pitch is to do – 
either to lead the line or to 
make runs in behind – and 
in the execution of his 
finishing. 

If he can deliver on his 
potential, he could be a big 
player for us this season, 
there’s little indication thus 
far that he will. 

Age: 24 
Position: ST 
Previous Clubs: Coventry City, 
Peterborough, Southend (Loan), 
Bury (Loan), Oldham, Rotherham, 
MK Dons (Loan), Doncaster (Loan) 
Career League Apps (Goals): 
162(24) 

Brandon Mason 
Mason was seen as one of 
Watford’s brightest youth 
prospects in recent years, 
earning two appearances in 
the Premier League, before 
being sent on loan to Dundee 
United and being released 
over the summer. 

There should be little shame 
in a young player being 
unable to break into a 
Premier League squad 
packed with tried and tested 
players, this move to 
Coventry City is an 
opportunity for Brandon 
Mason to demonstrate just 
why he was so highly-rated 
recently at Watford. 

Mason has shown in pre-
season that he is a highly 
energetic and dynamic 
presence at left-back who 
can also get stuck into the 
tackle. There are question 
marks about his positional 
play and relative lack of 
height, which is likely to lead 
to errors at times as he picks 
up first-team experience. 

There looks to be a 
reasonable amount of ability 
there and, with Junior 
Brown looking to be first-
choice, Mason won’t be 
thrown into the deep-end. 
He looks set to give Brown 
very strong competition for 
the left-back berth. 

 

Age: 20 
Position: LB 
Previous Clubs: Watford, 
Dundee United (Loan) 
Career League Apps (Goals): 
3(0) 
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  Abu Ogogo 

 As part of a midfield trio of 
Norwich loanee Ben Godfrey 
and the creative force of Jon 
Nolan, Abu Ogogo was a key 
part of one of the division’s 
best midfield units last 
season. A physical and 
combative central 
midfielder, Ogogo’s signing 
is something of a coup for 
us. 

The former Arsenal 
youngster looks to be 
Michael Doyle’s natural 
successor, with the 
transition between the two 
as the team’s midfield 
enforcer likely to be a key 
element of how this season 
goes for us. It will be 
certainly be interesting to 

see how quickly and 
willingly Doyle is to give up 
his place in the side. 

There is a slight concern 
with Ogogo given that he is 
arriving at the club having 
finished last season out 
injured, but it doesn’t seem 
to be as long-term as the 
injuries that Junior Brown, 
Jodi Jones, and Tony Andreu 
are recovering from.  

Abu Ogogo has all the 
markings of someone who 
will establish himself as a 
fans’ favourite over the 
course of the next season. 

 

Age: 28 
Position: CM 
Previous Clubs: Arsenal, 
Barnet (Loan), Dagenham & 
Redbridge, Shrewsbury Town 
Career League Apps (Goals): 
337(22) 
 

Dujon Sterling 

 You never know quite what 
you are going to get when 
you sign a precocious 
Premier League young talent 
on loan for their first taste of 
senior football. For every 
Adam Armstrong, there are 
at least one or two Chuba 
Akpoms. 

Dujon Sterling’s reputation 
upon arriving at the club 
suggests that he is one of the 
best young English talents at 
his current age, but we have 
little indication currently as 
to how he will cope with 
men’s football in his first 
spell away from home. 

Video footage of him shows 
a quick and skilful operator 

steaming down the right 
wing, dribbling past 
defenders and either 
shooting or laying on 
chances – which is an 
exciting prospect. 

As someone who can play at 
both right-back and further 
forward, Sterling not only 
provides competition for 
Jack Grimmer but will also 
be able to get minutes and 
add another option in a 
more attacking wide 
position, which is possibly 
ideal given that Grimmer 
currently looks an 
established option in 
Sterling’s strongest position. 

Age: 18 
Position: RB/RM 
Previous Clubs: Chelsea 
Career League Apps (Goals): 
0(0) 
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Zain Westbrooke 

 Zain Westbrooke hardly 
boasts the most impressive 
of footballing CVs heading 
into this season, with his 
role likely to be initially with 
the under-23 side, but he 
seems to have demonstrated 
to Mark Robins in pre-
season that he is worth 
considering as an option for 
the first team. 

Westbrooke had been 
captain of Brentford’s B side 
in recent years, but has little 
first-team experience to 
boast of. A loan spell last 
year with Solihull Moors 
lasted just two games, while 
a slightly longer spell with 
Leyton Orient saw him 
struggle with the rough and 

tumble of National League 
football. 

Westbrooke is seemingly 
more of a technical operator 
in midfield than someone 
who is going to get stuck in. 
His signing in May appeared 
to be a pre-emptive move 
with the likely departure of 
Tom Bayliss in mind, but as 
it stands, Bayliss is probably 
the player whose shirt 
Westbrooke is looking to 
take. 

There is little pressure on 
Westbrooke to make a big 
impression early on in his 
Coventry City career, but he 
seems a reasonable punt on 
someone with a bit of 
potential.  

 

Age: 21 
Position: CM 
Previous Clubs: Brentford, 
Solihull Moors (Loan), Leyton 
Orient (Loan) 
Career League Apps (Goals): 
8(0) 
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Possible Formations 

 

 

It’s the formation that Mark Robins eventually settled on for 
much of last season, but without Marc McNulty available as 
an option, it may not last as his preferred formation over the 
course of this season. 

The key thing about whether this formation works or not for 
us this season is whether it allows our best attacking players 
to be on the pitch at the same time. Losing McNulty and 
having Jones and Andreu available, along with Tom Bayliss, 
changes the dynamic of the squad heavily. 

Ideally, Mark Robins would find a way to get all three into 
the same side, and it’s hard to see where to play Tom Bayliss 
and Tony Andreu together in a 4-4-2. Either one of those 
players would have to be shunted out wide, which not only 
limits their effectiveness, but possibly leaves the defence 
exposed too. 

The up-side of playing 4-4-2 is that it provides the team with 
a good defensive structure off-the-ball with those two banks 
of four, while leaving two strikers up front. Even if it involves 
leaving out one of our creative attacking players, playing a 
standard strike pairing allows Biamou to concentrate on 
what he does best while not being burdened with scoring. 

Typically Mark Robins’ preferred formation, it was a system 
he tried to implement last season, before the circumstances 
dictated more of an orthodox strike-pairing in attack.  

With the aforementioned trio of Tony Andreu, Jodi Jones and 
Tom Bayliss in mind, a 4-4-1-1 (or 4-2-3-1) could be the 
system to get the best out of them. It allows Jones to play as a 
winger, while Andreu and Bayliss could switch between a 
wide position and operating more centrally, or with Bayliss 
playing deeper and someone like Reise Allassani or Dujon 
Sterling out wide. 

There is a question still over the defensive cover that playing 
the three together provides, but playing a central midfield 
pairing involving two of Michael Doyle, Liam Kelly and Abu 
Ogogo potentially frees the three players ahead of them in 
this system to play a more free-flowing game. 

The front four probably requires someone who can do hard-
running – such as Jim O’Brien provided during the Tony 
Mowbray era – which makes it most likely that Maxime 
Biamou would be playing as the striker in this system, 
although Jonson Clarke-Harris has shown a willingness at 
times to plough the channels for his team-mates and is 
possibly more of a goalscorer than Biamou. 
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Possible Formations (Continued…) 

 

 

Before the 4-2 defeat to Lincoln, it looked a lot like Mark 
Robins would have us playing in a 4-3-3 system in the play-
offs. It was an attack-minded system with three out-and-out 
strikers, allowing Marc McNulty and Jordan Ponticelli to play 
in the same team. 

It is a system that carries its risks, especially when playing 
three out-and-out strikers. It tends to leave the full-backs 
exposed, allowing teams to overload us down the flanks. It is 
possibly too attacking an approach to take against a higher-
quality of both opposing attacker and defender that we will 
be up against this system. 

Nonetheless, playing three in central midfield reduces the 
workload of Michael Doyle, which could allow him to play 
more of a role this season, while it frees Liam Kelly up to play 
more of an aggressive role in the centre of the park. With 
more defensively-responsible wide players, this system could 
well make more sense as more of a 4-5-1 shape. 

It requires someone in that central striker role who can both 
create and score chances – something Maxime Biamou and 
Jonson Clarke-Harris have only put into practice occasionally. 
It also possibly leaves Tony Andreu without a natural role in 
the side. 

 

 

 

Mark Robins appears to have attempted to integrate this 
formation in pre-season, until a 2-0 defeat to Stevenage 
questioned his thinking. 

It appears that we lack defenders with composure on the ball 
to make this work, while the movement in midfield didn’t 
look good enough in pre-season either. Possibly the biggest 
concern with a 5-3-2 system is that there is no natural 
position in the side for Jodi Jones, as well as possibly Tony 
Andreu. 

The full-backs that Mark Robins has signed this summer are 
attack-minded, which is probably why this shape has been 
considered. Both Brandon Mason and Junior Brown at left-
back have positional questions against them, while Dujon 
Sterling seems a more natural wing-back and Jack Grimmer 
can operate as a central defender in a back three. 

There is an attraction to this system as it gives us extra 
bodies in defence, caters to attacking wing-backs, and 
provides an extra man in midfield to take the work-load off 
Michael Doyle. Don’t be surprised if we see this tried out 
when competitive action begins. 
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Key Player – Michael Doyle 

How much more football 
does Michael Doyle have 
left in him? 

Surely not at League One 
level? 

Well he is ultra-fit, 
supposedly, isn’t he? 

Whether Michael Doyle 
does end up playing 
anywhere near as much 
football for us this season 
as he did last, his 
movement or not into the 
dying of the light looks set 
to be one of the storylines 
of this season. 

All the logical indications 
are that Michael Doyle 
should struggle to make 
an impact for us this 
season in League One. Not 
only did he look off-the-
pace in the FA Cup tie 
against League One MK 
Dons back in January, but 
there were times towards 
the back end of last 
season where his 
increasing lack of mobility 
was exposed against 
pacey opponents. 

Mark Robins has talked 
heading into this season 
about ‘getting legs’ 
around Michael Doyle for 
him to make an impact. 
While it seems incredible 
that Mark Robins could 
well be looking to change 
his tactics in order to 
accommodate a 36-soon-

to-be 37-year-old 
midfielder, the leadership 
and character Doyle 
provides the team appears 
to be almost irreplaceable. 

During the short spell last 
season when Doyle was 
injured, we lost every 
game. Doyle seems to 
have a weird effect on a 
game of football where he 
can force his side to 
continue battling through 
a game, regardless of the 
team’s, or his own, level 
of performance. 

When Doyle is moved into 
less of an important role 
in the side, we are going 
to need Liam Kelly and 
Abu Ogogo to replace 
Doyle’s leadership. Both 
are probably better 
players than Doyle, but 
the impact they make on 
the mentality of the team 
when Doyle isn’t in the 
side will be an important 
aspect of our ability to 
move on from our 
captain. 

He seems unlikely to play 
as many minutes this 
season as he did last year, 
but just how many 
minutes he can play, and 
he we cope without him 
in the side, could well be 
the difference between 
fighting relegation and 
building upon last year’s 
promotion. 

 

 

Age: 36 
Position: CM 
Previous Clubs: Celtic, AGF Aarhus 
(Loan), Coventry City, Leeds United 
(Loan), Sheffield United, Portsmouth 
Career League Apps (Goals): 
628(37) 
Coventry City League Apps 
(Goals): 308(25) 
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Key Player – Tom Bayliss 

 From very early on in his 
Coventry City career, it 
was apparent that Tom 
Bayliss was the kind of 
talent that wouldn’t be at 
this football club for long. 
It almost seems surreal 
that we’re entering the 
new season under the 
assumption that he’ll be 
here for at least half a 
season longer. 

An elegant player on the 
ball who constantly looks 
to have time and space, 
it’s Bayliss’ speed of 
thought and execution 
that truly marks him out 
as a special talent. He 
drives the team forward, 
providing us with another 
gear or two in attack. 

Bayliss’ emergence last 
season coincided roughly 
with the injury to Jodi 
Jones, with the two 
providing a similar effect 
upon the team, albeit in 
different ways. Both 
players are capable of not 
only carrying the ball 
forward for the team to 
relieve pressure but 
executing once they get 
into the final third. 

Whereas Jodi Jones’ 
impact is more often 
about getting in behind 
the opposition, Bayliss 
provides attacking 
penetration by cutting 
through the line between 

the opposing midfield and 
defence either with 
driving, gliding runs, or 
via through-balls. 

Bayliss’ talent stuck out 
like a sore thumb in 
League Two last season, 
and there should be no 
doubts as to whether he 
can make the step up to 
League One – having 
already impacted games 
last season when we came 
up against opponents 
from a higher-level. 

It’s important to bear in 
mind that young players 
come with ups and 
downs, thus far, it’s 
mainly been ups for Tom 
Bayliss. It’s helpful then 
that Bayliss won’t be the 
sole creative player in the 
team this season, with 
Tony Andreu, Jodi Jones 
(when fit again), and even 
players like Reise 
Allassani and Dujon 
Sterling possibly capable 
of lessening the burden. 

Bayliss is clearly yet 
another exciting, stand-
out talent produced by 
our academy who looks 
set for a long career at the 
top levels of the game. 
This season needs to be 
drinking in every last 
moment of joy Bayliss 
provides us with. 

Age: 18 
Position: CM/RM 
Previous Clubs: N/A (Academy 
Product) 
Career League Apps (Goals): 
24(5) 
Coventry City League Apps 
(Goals): 24(5) 
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Key Player – Maxime Biamou 

 For so much of last 
season, the debate 
surrounding Maxime 
Biamou wasn’t whether 
he was playing well or 
not, but whether you can 
accommodate a striker 
not scoring goals when 
almost everything else 
they do is excellent. 

Maxime Biamou isn’t just 
a big lump to send goal-
kicks towards. His work-
rate off-the-ball, his 
touch, his ability to pick 
out team-mates with flick-
ons or lay-offs, he is 
everything that you want 
in an attacking focal 
point. 

There are few Coventry 
City players whom the 
fans enjoy seeing score 
much more than Maxime 
Biamou. It isn’t just about 
the generally high quality 
of each of his finishes, but 
that he is a likeable player 
both in what he provides 
the team and in his off-
the-pitch character. 

With the sale of Marc 
McNulty, at least one of 
the strikers already at the 
club – whether that’s 
Biamou, Jonson Clarke-
Harris or Jordan Ponticelli 
– is going to have to step 
up with goals, it would be 
the most convenient if 
that player was Biamou, 

who is already important 
in leading the line. 

Scoring his first league 
goal for the club back in 
January against Swindon 
– an absolute belter, of 
course – seemed to visibly 
lift Biamou. While he 
wasn’t exactly prolific 
afterwards, he seemed to 
take chances on with 
more confidence and 
aggression than before. 

If Biamou isn’t the striker 
that steps up with goals, it 
seems likely that he will 
be the player who 
facilitates whoever that 
goalscorer is (assuming 
one emerges) in making 
an impact for us. 

While Biamou will be up 
against a better quality of 
defender this year, there 
were few teams in League 
Two that could deal with 
Biamou’s presence in 
attack – even if it didn’t 
result in goals or chances 
– which at least 
demonstrates that he is 
worthy of a chance at a 
higher level. 

Heading into this season, 
and in so many ways, 
Maxime Biamou is our 
most important striker. It 
would be genuinely joyous 
if he could step-up to 
becoming our chief 
goalscorer as well. 

 

 

 

Age: 27 
Position: ST 
Previous Clubs: Villemomble 
Sports, Yzeure, Sutton United 
Career League Apps (Goals): 
124(24) 
Coventry City League Apps 
(Goals): 40(5) 
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Mark Robins 

Whatever Mark Robins 
does this season, he will 
remain in Coventry City 
folklore as the manager 
who won the club’s first 
promotion in 51 years. 
Even though it was 
promotion from League 
Two, it mattered that 
someone over-turned the 
hoodoo that hung over 
this football club. 

Nonetheless, this season 
is not quite a free-pass for 
Mark Robins. He set his 
stool out soon after the 
final whistle at Wembley 
by talking about the need 
for the club to kick-on, 
which is exactly the 
mentality required at this 
football club. 

We were so close last 
season to blowing the 
opportunity to return to 
League One at the first 
attempt. At times, Mark 
Robins appeared to lack a 
sense of what his 
strongest team was, or 
more simply, how he 
wanted us to play. 
Fortunately, we produced 
big performances when 
the situation called for it 
and we won promotion 
via the play-offs. 

It probably provides 
evidence of what is one of 
Mark Robins’ greatest 
strengths as a manager, 
the ability to put together 

a successful game-plan for 
one-off games. While 
there were defeats last 
season in some high-
profile games – the 4-2 
loss in April to Lincoln 
stands out – there are 
many more examples of 
Mark Robins getting his 
tactics, team selection, or 
motivational skills right 
for the most important 
games of the season. 

My suspicion is that Mark 
Robins’ managerial style 
and tactical preferences 
may be better-suited to 
managing Coventry City 
in League One in our 
current guise than in 
League Two last season, 
where we were favourites 
nearly every week. 

Mark Robins is first and 
foremost a pragmatic and 
cautious manager. What 
held us back for so long 
last season was an 
inability to score and a 
lack of creativity. Even 
when we found goals 
easier to come by, I would 
argue that relatively few 
came from spells of 
sustained pressure that a 
more attack-minded 
coach would be looking to 
create. 

Against teams this coming 
season who will look to 
impose themselves on us, 
Mark Robins seems like 

Previous Clubs: Rotherham 
United, Barnsley, Coventry City, 
Huddersfield Town, Scunthorpe 
United. 
Career Win Ratio: 39.3% 
At Club Since: 6th March 2017 
Record (2nd Spell): W34 D12 L24 
Win Ratio (2nd Spell): 48.6% 
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  protecting full-backs – at 
the start of both his spells at 
the club.  

Probably the bigger concern 
with Robins heading into 
this season is whether the 
desire to re-instil the 
defensive discipline that we 
lost over the course of last 
year comes at the cost of 
the better quality of 
attacking play that we 
produced in the final 
months of last season. 

Another source of concern 
is whether Robins has made 
a few too many changes to 
the squad over the summer 
in seeking to improve it. 
The loss of Marc McNulty 
probably couldn’t have been 
accounted for, even if other 
changes were felt necessary, 
it comes at the cost of 
altering the dynamic of a 
winning team. 

This season is going to be a 
sterner inspection of Mark 
Robins’ managerial 
credentials than he’s 
previously had in his two 
spells at the club. For most 
of both his spells, he’s had a 
recently-relegated squad 
with plenty of players who 
could step up under the 
right structure but weren’t 
showing it. 

This season, he doesn’t have 
the same advantage in 
terms of squad quality over 
the rest of the division. If 
some of our key players 
from last season are unable 

to step-up and the new 
signings aren’t quite good 
enough either, Robins’ 
tendency to drop players 
and switch systems could be 
punished on a more 
consistent basis it has been 
in the past. 

Thus far in his two spells at 
Coventry City, Mark Robins 
has been able to sail in, 
bring in organisation and 
discipline, and watch 
talented squads bring the 
results in. This season, he’s 
got to keep something going 
that he’s already built, 
while facing a better quality 
of opponent and without his 
top scorer from last year. 
It’s a completely different 
challenge to what he has 
already faced. 

While Mark Robins’ 
achievements as manager of 
this football club are 
unparalleled by many of his 
predecessors, he is yet to do 
something particularly 
extraordinary or 
revolutionary with this 
football club. He is a 
relatively safe pair of hands 
and is someone who now 
has a promotion on his CV, 
but it is far from certain 
that he has the skill-set to 
take us to the next level. 

The question is whether 
that kind of manger is what 
this football club wants or 
needs at this moment in 
time. 

he will be more in his 
element. The evidence for 
that comes from our best 
performances last season 
coming in games where we 
could hit teams on the 
counter-attack, rather than 
pose our own questions 
against a cowed opposition. 

Mark Robins has added 
pace to this side over the 
summer in Dujon Sterling, 
and Reise Allasani, while 
Jodi Jones returns from 
injury, in addition, the 
signing of Abu Ogogo 
provides further protection 
in front of the defence. With 
the work-rate of Maxime 
Biamou as an attacking 
focal point, there are the 
ingredients of team in place 
that could be highly 
effective on the counter-
attack. 

A concern though is 
whether the defensive 
leakiness we endured over 
the second half of last 
season when Mark Robins 
opted for a more attack-
minded approach seeps into 
this campaign. With the loss 
of Marc McNulty, there is a 
need to be tighter at the 
back, but let’s not forget 
that Mark Robins is 
someone who tends to look 
to build a side from the 
defence forwards. 

Robins put in place good 
defensive templates – with 
two banks of four, central 
midfielders playing cautious 
holding roles, wingers 
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Pos Team 

1 Barnsley 

2 Portsmouth 

3 Sunderland 

4 Peterborough United 

5 Oxford United 

6 Southend United 

7 Bristol Rovers 

8 Fleetwood Town 

9 Luton Town 

10 Charlton Athletic 

11 Coventry City 

12 Accrington Stanley 

13 Scunthorpe United 

14 Burton Albion 

15 Plymouth Argyle 

16 Bradford City 

17 Rochdale 

18 Blackpool 

19 Doncaster Rovers 

20 Shrewsbury Town 

21 Gillingham 

22 Wycombe Wanderers 

23 Walsall 

24 AFC Wimbledon 

  

League One Predictions 
Sunderland and 
Barnsley seem the two 
favourites heading into 
this season. However, 
both haven’t had ideal 
summers, which could 
well open up the race for 
promotion. 

The difficulty is 
identifying teams that are 
capable of capitalising on 
potential weaknesses 
among the two favourites. 
Peterborough United 
have caught the eye due to 
the sheer number of 
signings they’ve made 
over the summer, by 
contrast, the relative 
stability at Portsmouth 
could see them in the mix 
after a strong showing 
last time out. 

The play-off race is even 
more wide open, with 
Oxford United standing 
out as a cut above the 
rest.  

Chris Powell and Darrell 
Clarke seem to be one of 
the better managers in the 
division at Southend 
United and Bristol 
Rovers, respectively, and 
seem likely to motivate 
decent squads into play-
off challenges. 

Elsewhere, Fleetwood 
Town under Joey Barton 
are unknown quantities 
but seem strong enough 
to challenge for the top 

six if Barton adapts 
reasonably quick to 
management. 

Charlton and Scunthorpe 
both finished in the play-
offs last year but have had 
difficult summers, which 
could see them regress 
into mid-table. 

Luton Town and 
Accrington Stanley look 
set to establish 
themselves in mid-table 
following promotion from 
League Two last year. 
Plymouth look another 
side destined for a non-
noteworthy campaign. 

Bradford City and 
Burton Albion are yet 
more sides who have had 
difficult summers and 
look set to underwhelm 
despite having relatively 
strong squads. 

Rochdale, Blackpool, and 
Doncaster Rovers and 
Shrewsbury Town are 
unlikely to excite this 
season but should be 
slightly better than 
relegation contenders.  

Gillingham, Wycombe 
Wanderers, Walsall, and 
AFC Wimbledon seem 
the weakest four teams 
heading into the 
campaign, all will be 
highly-motivated 
nonetheless and have it in 
them to defy the odds that 
look to be against them. 
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How Will We Do?  
opening couple of fixtures, 
it should go a long way to 
dispelling some of the 
anxiety among the fans at 
this moment of time. 

Let’s not forget that the 
majority of the squad 
currently is one that won 
promotion last season. 
While we’ve lost our top 
goalscorer, we’re getting 
back two players from 
injury in Jodi Jones and 
Tony Andreu who had been 
making a similar level of 
impact to McNulty when 
they were available last 
season. 

Moreover, there are so 
many other clubs in League 
One heading into this 
season seeking their mythic 
20-goal-a-season striker, 
who’ve lost key players over 

the summer, or have had to 
deal with off-field issues. If 
we can hit the ground 
running, I genuinely believe 
there is the opportunity this 
season for us to make the 
top six. 

While there is a gulf in 
quality between Leagues 
One and Two, it is probably 
the smallest one between 
two divisions in the Football 
League. In each of the past 
six seasons, every promoted 
League Two side has 
avoided relegation. There 
are very few teams that 
we’ll be up against this 
season who, in theory, will 
be able to completely 
outclass us. Very few teams 
are entering this season 
with a sense of momentum, 
if we can pick up this 

Heading into any season, 
there is always optimism, 
however deep-down, that 
this could be our year. The 
summer is a long time of 
speculation where you try 
and put together all the 
pieces of information you 
have about new signings, 
pre-season friendlies, 
tactics and whatnot. 
However, it’s only when the 
football kicks off that you 
have any real indication of 
how all those pieces come 
together. 

The sale of Marc McNulty 
looks to be serious dent in 
not just the sense of 
optimism around the club, 
but in how the team works 
on the pitch. Nonetheless, if 
we can get our first win of 
the campaign in the 
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  over the course of last 
season. 

Part of the issue appears to 
be in central defence where, 
despite Jordan Willis, Tom 
Davies, Rod McDonald, and 
Dominic Hyam all having 
had fairly good seasons last 
year individually, there is a 
lack of a dominant figure 
who can lead the defence in 
a similar manner to how 
Michael Doyle leads the 
team in central midfield. 
Jordan Willis and Tom 
Davies are probably the best 
partnership that we have, 
but I wonder how seriously 
Mark Robins has sought 
after an upgrade 
somewhere in central 
defence over the summer. 

A lack of a defensive leader 
could possibly be 
exacerbated this season 
with how attacking Mark 
Robins has gone with his 
choices at full-back. There 
looks to be excellent 
competition at both right-
back and left-back, which 
hopefully should spur each 
of Jack Grimmer, Dujon 
Sterling, Junior Brown and 
Brandon Mason to improve 
their games but there 
doesn’t seem to be an 
option in either full-back 
position who can bring 
calmness and defensive 
solidity if we start leaking 
goals. It’s a situation that 
hints that Mark Robins 
views switching to a back 
three as a serious option 
this season, but the defeat 

to Stevenage in pre-season 
may well have dented his 
belief in such a system. 

If we continue to leak goals, 
we could see a return to the 
handbrake midfield that 
Mark Robins deployed for 
the first half of last season. 
Michael Doyle will surely be 
phased out over the course 
of this season, but Liam 
Kelly and Abu Ogogo are 
fully capable of operating as 
a double defensive central-
midfield pivot. 

The downside to going so 
defensive in central 
midfield is that it would 
limit the number of 
attacking creative players 
we can fit into the side. In 
particular, playing Tom 
Bayliss in central midfield 
clearly gets the best out of 
his talents, while it allows 
him to form a creative axis 
with Tony Andreu, playing 
just ahead of him, which 
could be a key element of 
our play this season. 

Now that we’ve lost Marc 
McNulty, there is an extra 
emphasis on increasing 
creativity rather than 
relying on a striker to 
create and score their own 
opportunities in the manner 
McNulty often did. Tom 
Bayliss and Tony Andreu 
look to be the immediate 
creative hub of the side as 
we head into this season, 
with Reise Allassani and 
Dujon Sterling likely to 
provide the pace around of 

season with the 
purposefulness that we 
ended last, we are going to 
have an advantage over 
many of our opponents at 
this level. 

If we can get that first win 
of the season early, 
preferably on the opening 
day, then the opening few 
months of the campaign 
will be viewed within the 
context of last season’s 
promotion, rather than the 
focus on the loss of McNulty 
and some disappointing 
pre-season results that is 
threatening to colour the 
mind-set of the fans 
currently   

Focusing on how the team 
itself looks set to make the 
step up to League One, 
there appears to be a lot of 
attention on whether or not 
we’ll replace Marc McNulty 
like-for-like with a 20-goal-
a-season striker, rather 
than an issue that has gone 
under the radar since the 
turn of the year – the 
defence. 

Lee Burge and Liam O’Brien 
generally performed 
adequately in goal last 
season, with Burge the 
better of the two. It’s 
probably wishful thinking 
that Burge will win over his 
doubters with another solid 
campaign, but the 
goalkeeping situation 
doesn’t look to be the issue 
behind the defensive 
leakiness that we sustained 
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 in less of a need for a 
battering-ram centre-
forward to bring others into 
play. 

The lack of a striker signing 
that can be identified as a 
Marc McNulty replacement 
has clearly made the 
relatively disappointing 
performances in pre-season 
especially concerning. It’s 
important though for Mark 
Robins to take into account 
how any new striker affects 
the balance of the side, 
because it is another 
important change to the 
squad in a summer that’s 
threatening to have 
involved a few too many 
changes to what was a 
successful side last season. 

There are genuine concerns 
about a lack of a 
recognisable goalscorer in 
this squad, along with 
possible worries about our 
defensive solidity against a 
higher standard of 
opposition, but almost 
every player in this squad 
either demonstrated last 
season that they are worthy 
of the opportunity to prove 
themselves at League One 
level or have done so in the 
past. The most important 
thing is how quickly the 
balance of the side falls into 
place, and whether that will 
be before or after the sense 
of optimism that there still 
is heading into this season 
fades away. 

While I have predicted for 
us to finish around mid-
table, there is relatively 
little separating the vast 
majority of clubs at this 
level of football. A good 
start, or a good couple of 
months somewhere along 
the line, is all it will take for 
the play-offs to seem 
genuinely achievable.  

As we saw last season, it’s 
not just about blowing 
teams away every week and 
playing free-flowing 
football, it’s about finding a 
team that works, recovering 
from set-backs and lasting 
the course of a long, hard 
league campaign. If we can 
take that ethic this season, 
there is the opportunity to 
kick-on from last year’s 
promotion. 

 

them in the opening weeks 
of the season while we 
await the return of Jodi 
Jones to full fitness. Once 
Jones is fully-fit, the onus 
will surely be on Robins to 
build the team around 
Jones, Bayliss and Andreu. 

Despite his exploits in the 
final months of last year, it 
seems likely that Jordan 
Shipley will start the season 
out of the starting XI. 
Nonetheless, there is still a 
role for him to play as 
someone who can provide 
protection of his full-back, 
while looking to make runs 
into the penalty area as the 
other creative players do 
their business. Peter 
Vincenti looks to be a long 
way from the first-team as 
we head into the campaign. 

Up front, our current 
options of Jordan Ponticelli, 
Jonson Clarke-Harris and 
Maxime Biamou showed 
they can be useful players 
but, at the time of writing, 
one of them is going to have 
to emerge as a goalscorer. 
While there is plenty of talk 
at the moment that there 
will be another, McNulty-
esque, striker added to the 
squad, the balance of the 
squad at the moment 
probably makes a striker 
along the lines of Maxime 
Biamou or Jonson Clarke-
Harris, who can act as a 
focal point up front, the 
ideal striker for us, 
although the additional 
creative players may result 


